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Mission who are so nobly laboring in

The work professes to be ‘‘a Revision
of the old Translation,” and as such, it

on that appeal before that same judgment
seat.

8 willing
to trust his own life, or
es of his dear ones, to the care of
Jung and inexperienced physician,
death hangs about his doorway? Or,

al, and the sorry work they make of it.

good President. It seems to us a profoundly mysterious Providence that such
a man, after being raised to the post

manuscripts

of

thority.

have

| been cut down as he was; but we must
“be still” and remember with adoring

reverence that “The Lord reigneta.”

1

Iarfield’s death is a loss to the whole
world,
iblio services of our Conference
sanded by crowded congregations,
‘h scriptural and important instruci3 communicated. Two sermons
vuached in Orissa, one

been

Proverbs

of winning

same

souls;

14.

= The

been

preachers met with us two days

were

woman's

o first class

«Pua

Nor can the imin

*

Mission

School

was

the

and

at

begun

to

It is estimated
10,000 rupees;

Since the close of Conference we have
been visited with a sore bereavement.

Mr. Brooks, who for nearly forty years
has
been the Superintezdent of our Miscured, are matters of great importance and in-’
terest. Gov. St. John isa stanch upholder of sion Press, has, afier an illness of a tew

hibitory law there, and the results already . se-

atrial.

We

feel

no

longer lociticlée J udge Cox for the unparalieled lenity and forbearance exeréised toward the

Prisoner. The latter himself bas been allowed,

attempting self-defence, to convince the jury
and the public of his own

moral

responsibility.

corrupt

Kven

nature

Scoville,

and

for

Whom we ‘may confess something of admiration mingled with compassion, has no reason-

able ground of complaint that bis client has

Dot been treated with the utmost consideration
and fairness.
:

How busy is death, of late, among high and
familiar names! Meu who have grown old in
years und great in honor, are pussing fore

from mortal sight in numbers that are unusual. Satirday, Jun. 21, the venerable president

+ iLoF Bigot Theofo, gical Seminary, in Maine,

to

his

heavenly

home. We feel that it is a tie to humble
ourselves under the mighty hand of God,

hold,

I am

alive

forevermore

and

have

the keys of the unseen world and of
death.” is as sweet and powerful as ever.
Jesus lives, His kingdom must increase.

+

JonN BUCKLEY.

hed
an on

THE NEW REVISION STILL 6N TRIAL.

: cologian and. educator of the conservative
hes a diligent and faithful servant of his Mas-

Every day's revelation serves to justify

young.
to keep
eager—
not true

that we are all strangely and powerfully
attradted by a young -old man, whose
sympathies are fresh, generous, overflowing, $hough his hair is white and his back
bowed under the burden of years?
Then, again, a sabtle

influence is ex-

erted in favor of youthful pastors by a
certain elemept which helps constitute
most congregations, and which is altogether worldly in its tastes. This ele-

Ua

‘dead

fous. Butwe learn now that a careful

of filty is

:

measurement instituted by M. Maspero,

pon

‘| proves that the pyramid is smaller

Lowell, Mass.

OORRESPONDENCE.

‘NEW YORK

{ing in -remiove
Or FOUNVEIAG
tence. les subtly maps it often

By

aks

Ro

TT

or

*

.

II it were palpable it could
ii!v stamped out. But, as it is, 'we

¥%

authority

of

‘‘every

was

against

known

copy

sort, excepting

some three or four.”
Now it is well to have our attention called to these things, because it shows whatever of progress there may be in this most

important discussion of the age.

Import.
forms

of

the English language, most nearly expressive of the original sense of all doubtful or
controverted passages, and which,
same time, shall be best adapted

at
to

the
the

general Bible reader.

|

It may wot be amiss to note a straw in
motion, indicative of what may be the re-

sult.

The Methodist Quarterly for

Janua-

ry, in conclusion of a somewhat extended
notice of the article in question, says,
* It
is plain that this bold arraignment of some

of the most eminent scholars of England
comes from a high charchly quarter. Itindicates that the New Revision will be decisively rejected by the Church of England. And,
in that case, we think that, in the interest
of Protestant unanimity,

the General Con-

ferences of our American Methodism will
decline to authorize its adoption and uke.”
hgh on on oo

QULTURE AND THE “DEAD LINE.”
BY

REV. GEORGE

. +
fren

u: consciously give way to it, and
oe our heads, scarcely knowing

ey there is a larger or smaller
, iu every Christian church, of worldly-minded members,

who are most

youog man will ** draw well.” The pews
must be filled up; the debt provided for;
the income increased ; forthwith, a young,
ardent,

hopeful, buoyant— but inexperi-

enced— minister is called and set to work.

are of all men most wanting in sagacity.
Puttiog brilliancy on a higher plane than
solidity, they learn too late that their mis-

‘take is fatal.

They

build quickly on

sand, rather than slowly on

that there is so little

Christi#fi hurch.

rock.

sagacity

Alas!

in

the

1 have thus far spoken of the congregation. I apprehend, however, that the
main cause for this condition of things is
in the ministry. Not mow to enter deeply iato the matter, two or three things
.may ve

suggested

which

may

serve

to

show why the ministry often graws weak
and contemptible, rather than strocg and
inflaential, with age.
Ia the first place, who does not kmow

that [there is. such a thing as acquiring
A min-

The Rev. Dr. Duryea concluded a | ister will permit himself to talk on all
somewhat remarkable address before the Locensions, on all topics, and in all places.
Boston Congregational Ministers’ Meet- Rely ing upon his readiness,and forgetting
ing, not long sinee, on the *¢ Relation of how tokeep up his fullness, by and by
Self-Culture to the Sermon”, with this
abrupt, almost explosive
utteranoce,—

he gives expression only to his empti-|

BY PROF. J. FULLONTUN, D.'D.

the decision of a vast majority

of Chris-

It cannot be denied, that there is a
very strong feeling in. the churches
against the employment of elderly men

as pastors,

and in lavor

of

securing

with the sources of fulness and power;
why,

then

the

people

find

it out, and,

wearying of the stale bread, cry out for
something fresh,—even
the 'uabaked

those who are young and almost, or dosgh. of youth and inexperieoce! Ia
ut {the third place, and mainly, the minquite, without experience of the:
ister who relies on *‘ grace,” or peculiar
und difficult work of winning men &
‘finction,” or pleasing address, or preChrist and building up in them Christan
Ms popularity, rather than on good
character. © Cerininly, if experience is

needed anywhere, it is needed in the min- | gest work and hacd study, ‘may expeet
istry; aod if the mulitude of years | Wake up some morning by and by
should bring increasing stores of wisdom with the unpleasant words ringing in his
have outlived jour usefulin any calling, it should do so in this enrs,—Yoa

v

argument depended mainly‘on the ‘exact

relations of eertain figures, this aceurate

© NEw YORK CITY, Jan. 26 , 1882.

1t is fast becoming the settled conviction of measurementis likelyto apset it entirely.
good men, that sin must be assaulted on its But Mr. Pidzzi Smyth is now out with a
own ground and behind its own ramparts; we

must not walt for sinners to come to us, we
mugt go to them. In accordance with this idea

“ Jerry” McAuley and

his wife,

whilom

street’ thieves and sinners of the ‘worst

‘type, But'now
the humble followers of- Him

who sought out the lowly and the fallen, have

tonishes

everybody.

The

hall

which

will

seat
some 450 persons
is thronged every
night, and Sundxy afternoons many are turned away for want of even standing room. On

the platform will be found seated ¢ Jerry,” his

assistants, and Mrs. McAuley, who plays the
cabinet organ

and helps

to lead

which 18 congregational.
ians and * Jerry”

the

singing’

This hall was fitted

has in hand, or at his

com-

mand, all the means he needs for a year to
come. Fverybody who knows this man and
“his wife, and their assistants, feels assured of

new book which is said ‘to’ prove that
Christianity has divine attestations in the

twelve signsof the Zodiael— Christian

| Standard.

pride on the part of¢ Jerry” and the converts;
but all is calm aod gentle, as is ever the case
in assemblies where the Holy Spirit abides.
The addresses are short, to the point, and so
are the prayers. The singing is good.
Take
the following as a specimen: of the exhorta-

tions:

¢ The best thing that ever I done, was

to go to Jesus, and ¢ Jerry’ was
that made me go. I was a poor

the man
miserable

drunkard, shunned by every one.

But when

‘my father oe mother forsook ‘me, Jesus took
me up, and saved me and made a man of me.

I thank God for his salvation waich is without money and without price.”

Does not Mr.

financial report, from

which ‘it’ appears’ that

$31,148.60 was received the past year,and $81,044. 55 paid out, Including $3.465.87 for saldries
and $5000 for debt. Mr. Dodge announced

that the Association is now out of debt, with a
balance in the Treasury of $104.05. The report of the correspouding secretary, Mr. R. R.
McBurney,
was a very able,and also & very encouragiug paper, full of interesting facts, being
a clear and clean statement of the Society’s

work in this city. In this work every Welk
wisher to humanity can wish them God speed.
The large audiences that filled Association
Hall listened to able addresses from Rev. Arthur Brooks, of the church of the Incarnation,
and Gov.

Cofquitt of Georgia,

~The Unfon Theological Seminary

is making

arrangements to construct new and elegant
buildings for its accommodation up town. Ex-

000, and also $100,000 for the library build.
ing. Morris K. Jessup
gives $30,000, aad
William E. Dodge, Johu T. Terry, Charles
Butler, Russell Sage,- Henry Day, and sever-

‘al others, give $10,000

each.

'This institetion

has six professorships, each endowed upon a
foundation of $80,000, and another professor

is soon to be appointed.
Seminary

find no difli:alty

the

and

rich

well-to-do

Congregationaltsts
When

«

will

F.

all the
Biptists

The friends

of this

in raising

among

Presbyterians
money
ba

and

they

willing

need.
to

en-

dow suitably Bates and Hillsdale collegegf
A plethoric institution is the Mutual Life
Insurance

Company

of New

Yorg.

Its

anou-

al stntement shows its assets to be more than
$94,000,000. It has $12,000,000 surplus and
100.000 policies in force. The company paid
lust year in death

endowments

claims

$1,905,167,

$4,460.205,mutured

and

Jividends,

$2,

947,395. Dees life insurance insure ?

The Christian
with a stavd of
pany of their
will contribute
no reason why

OBSERVER.
army has been presented
colors. Perhaps some comTrends and sympathizers
a battery next.
There is
the military figure, if en-

fusing.
May any
hope to be excused for*¢ resisting the dra
?"— ft
Standard.

VOICES OF THE PRESS.
The Pope is becoming more

and

more

bitter against the Italian Government.
He is struggling hard to regain

the tem-

poral power and is straining every

nerve

to induce Bismarck to interest himself in

his behalf.

He threatens to leave Rome.

That he may do so is the devout. wish of
most [tglians, as his uvcompromising at.
titude-1s raising a cloud of difficulties
which the Government finds it hard. to
disperse. To give some ecemblance of
reality to his threats, the Pope bas bad
tis traveling carriages put in order.—
The Hour.

(GA

sald

som

eliiio A

Enlightening the World”is well-nigh

liberty impoverishingthe world. It is
| going to cost us about a quarter of a mil-

lion of dollars to accept the magnificent
present which the French intend to

us.

make

Bartholdi has yet not finished the im-

mense statue, but when completed it will

have cost the people of sunny France no
less than 1,000,000 francs, about two
hundred thousand dollars. In the meantime, we must get ready a pedestal for our
aristocratic goddess. That is where our
quarter of a million is to go. Our readers
have doubtless heard of the man who was
hopelessly ruined by nothing else than
the present of a diamond.— Standard.

We (in Maine) are brought face to face
with the startling fact that the convictions
for murder in the first degree during the
past year alone exceed the number dar-

ing the three

years

previous

to

al

the

abolition of the death penalty, and

are

nearly equal to the number occurring during the three years following. The frequency of these horrible crimes, and the
fiendish brutality exhibited in the coni~
mission of a large portion of them, has
naturally ereated a sentiment in the community for the application of the death
penalty in cases of such atrocious character. We do not propose to go into the
threadbare arguments that have been

used in favor of the restoration of the gallows,or in ‘advocacy of its abolition; we

only state the fact thatthe recent history
of crime in Maine is decidedly in favor of
a return to capital punishment.—Maine
%

presided awd WilliamE. Dodge, Jr., read

©

Ornaments are costly, and * Liberty

their eminent fitness by talent and grace for the
work in which they are engaged. There is not

Now, though the children of this world
are wiser than the children of light, it is Gov, E. D. Morgan has sold to the: trustees
1 a lot of land for $275,000. Towards thts puralso true that worldly minded Christians
chase ‘fonéy the Govenor contributes $100,

a “* fatal facility ” of wtterance?

8. RICKER.

care-

ful as regards the outward signs of prosperity, and fllogically conclude tbata

than

Mr. Smyth's figures indicated. As his

O-0-o49-4

nd entertaining, Ibis a very

fe

by r and fellow-man, a voluminous authop, a tian people, both learned and’ unlearned,
ST Mpathizing and genial friend, He died in
© ninety-second year of bis age, having serv- whichiwas-pronounced on the reception of most difficult snd delicate vocation.
The ness ; step down and out; we want a
the Revision of the New Testament. The fact, however, is patéat. Churches pre- younger man.
ed the seminary with which he was connect
s
od through u term 3 nearly fifty years. He has substance of that decision wus as follows ; fer tyros and say strenuously to gray- | Culture—~it is a very comprehensive
left bebind a fragrant mem
ory and
. “ Let it go before the judgment seat of the
headed and serene old age, “We have no word and relates to the whole manhood
cent influence, 8
best scholarship of the ‘ English speaking place for you.” Indeed, using. ihe word —will keep the body active, the mind
y
’ hence
’

the

ness?! An aged minister once wrete to a tered upon at all, should not be carried
and to listen with adoring ‘reverence to “Depend upon it, brethren, the ‘dead young minister, ‘‘Let no man despise out in Cull. ‘Gar good friend, Bishop Falthee!” In the second place, as
years lows, jastifies this style of gospel work on
His voice, ** Ba stil), and know that I am line’ of fifty is the lazy line.”
pass
away
and
materials
accumulate,
it the ground that the Bible represents the
Within the past fow years the religious |
God.” But we forget not that the work
in which we are.engaged is the work of papers have had mueh to say about the saves much labor to bring out the old 1tfe of vhe Oheistian on earth as a warfare.
Christ, and its interests are infinitely ‘dead line in the ministry". The phrase sermon and—the word is none too full of Some of us ignorant people, however,
think it is well when we hear the fife and drum snd see!
dearer to Him than to its warmest earthly is euphemistic and points to the time meaning—rehash it.
the banners flying, might think it was a
friends. When friends and helpers fail when the minister of the Lord Jesus, be- enough to predeh old sermons sometimes ;
apeoies-of physical warfare which is being
and die, we remember, for our encourage- cause of increasing signs of age or ‘but: when they are often used, when the
waged, and be,
0 sniff the air for the
ment, that ‘the Lord liveth,” and feel wedkness, is no longer wanted in the pastorate is frequently changed to facil
smell of gunpiwder, These severely mar.
that the voice that bade the fainting disci- pulpit and is barely tolerated when he itate their use, when the mind and heart § tial
symbols, we
mdst
say, are rather conare’ not kept constantly in communication
ple at Patmos ‘‘ fear not,” adding, * Be- does have the audacity to appear there,

. Vv. Enoch Pond, D. D., painlessly and peaceully hreathed his 14st. Though not possessed

oS upereminent abilities, he was a prominent

Re

of the Gospels of whatever

for

and a kind and liberal friead has promised half the amount. We cannot doubt
that the Lord will stir up the the hearts
of others cheerfully to give the remainder.

summoved

esther

DOO T PUTO

that the addition in question

at

at Cuttack have so

much prospered that we have

been

keepin full sympathy with the
It will only be necessary for him
a young heart—warm, glowing,
in his brédst. Indeed, is it

writer

mich Iv whom

ant, because it aims to settle the

reiterated

line’

brethren,

matter for any minister of the gospel to the least manifestation of noise, exultation or

have

the

not; strange that it should be the wish 'of

fication?
Now the writer maintains, that the
change in this passage is due to the use of
manuscripts in which a single Greek letter
had been added toa word, changing it from
| the nominative to the genitive case, and

presented

emphatically

build new school rcoms.
that the cost will exceed

among

NY

wasstrongly felt; and a

vur vuuday-schools

a

r

India bes

tion of the importance of send
other man for general mission-

of restricting

elaborated,

that the fact that

ly of young people will partly actount
for this desire for young pastors. Itis

i

for this work;

two

Flow

had 80 fair and complete

from

ma

sufficiently

it,

the lazy line!”

oue,sariingen
an’entinspiwasred very
Pyramid hiswasargum

McAuley give the key to their success when
he says, * We go after the people,.we. do not
“ Glory 10 God iu the highest
wait for them to conse to us.” Shall not all our
ment
bas
no
estimate
of
the
value
of
And on Barth peace; good wi!l toward men.”
workers go and do likewise?
3
tan oultore, for it never thinks of
' The Young Men’s Christian Association of
In the Revised Version, not only is its
ag; its only eare is to have the this city held its 29th Anniversary on Monday.
sense changed, but its beautiful harmony ~
dp
apied by an eloquent man who, evening last. Its finances and its activities.
is entirely destroyed:
®
«ireets and among the people,shall are well managed, and well distributed to do
0 ue
“Glory
to God in the highest
‘
the most good. In the absence of the Presi-

years

istians.
We decided w
e to send out a compe.

We are glad that the assassin Guiteau has

true,

true

young people to be shepherded by youthful men; but it ought to be a very easy

tic poetry, thus:

out by

three

work

subject

days,

measure

their

all our congregations are made up large-

one of the grandest specimens of Hebrais.

and though

pointed

irch in that famous city.
« isirableness of establishing

the new luw. He says, * We have raised the
black flag on the whiskey trafio and, propose
neither to give nor ask quarter.” The majority of the people is with him.

a

all to inquire

4

It is doubtless

proceeds to apply his strictures to individual cases, of which only one, by way of
example, need be given here. It'is the
notable passage which-constitutes the Advent song of the angels, Luke 12—14, as
we supposed it to bein the original, and as
we have it in the ‘* Authorized Version,”

sw father, the Rev. Thos. Barrass, has
many years pastor of the Bap-

in Kan-

in

After these and similar objections

vied; and I am glad to say that we
in a few weeks to welcome anothful laborer in this department of
Miss Barruss of Peterborough,

the rum of the prohibition movement.

was

fourth century.

6:

remaval.

a

e cross, from Gal,

vs of

sas. The enactment and enforcement of a pro-

within

: by Babu Niladir Naik on glory-

friands of Orissa.

keep

originated

that time down to the date of the oldest
manuscript extant—say sometime in the

‘v1iack, and of your Biblical School at
iapore will be evident to all the jodi-

will do well to

subjected,

things, and it behooves us

for the causes therefor, and to seek

hundred years after it was composed.”
The writer goes on to show that the

by the Rev.

The Lord fafse up many able

Friends of temperance

point, this is a very undesirable state of

of extant manu-

er.” As to the authority of antiquity, he
alleges, quoting’ from one of the most
learned scholars among the Revisionists
themselves, ‘¢ that the worst corruption
to which the New Testament has ever

faithful men for the great work! In
ow the importance of our College

ton, Philadelphia, and elsewhere.

main-

scripts besides, but even from one anoth-

~ Orissa’s evapgelizatior
~~. +
ally’ dome" By consecrated native

years he has been remarkably successful in revival work in the cities of Baltimore, Washing

hand,

Clifford's sermon on this sorrowful event.

BURR UR | 8

the last five

other

have just been reading with much interest

having: completed

During

the

dred of the whole body

d, it was thought that they acquitselves on the whole very well.
upg mun, Bulunki Padban by

evangelist. This ‘“ boy preacher” is now twen-

He, on

is almost never attained.

tains that these few ‘ differ essentially] as shepherd over the largest flocks.
Lopkingat the matter from any stands
not only from ninety-nine ont of a hun-

.I8 hoped the young men" will be

A great revival is reported i"Cineionati under the labors of Rev. Thomas Harrison, the

these few very

well fitted admirably to fill, should

leficiencies

Tremont Temple * Calm View.”

extant and

** Depend upon

Yet, Strange as it may seem, the man of left their down-town mission ‘in other hands.
downy cheek and untried powers finds and opened what is known as the Cremorne
quick and eager admission into the Mission in West 32d St. The interest awakened among the debauched
and
degraded
strongest-pulpits and is gladly welcomed criminal
classes
of this
region, as-

selves mainly to a very few of the Greek

ancient, regarding them as ultimate au-

ie Conference week,

sale of intoxicating ligiors in New York ¢
The Christian public in general will be
terested to receive a revision of his famous

ing, buccess

Chief Magistrate, a post which he was so

Duryea gave expression;

Water

The arraignment is substantially this:
The revisers seem to have limited them-

wish aided ws in our deliberations.
The
axes ioation of the students was attended

of sge.

who {is willing to go into eourt when

But a

it may be called, of the Greek Text with-. are lmost insurmountable barriers to

sympathy we feel with all American citizens in the death of your great and

\¢

years

the fact that

et callings age and experience are
ly desired and persistently sought.

Miller preached the English serirom Luke 8: 8-6, and it was a thor; missionary discourse. Our brothalso chosen to preside over our
¢s for business, and many quesrviating to the kingdom of Christ in
were anxiously considered.
The

'y-seven

of things from

help, as it certainly must be, to a better
understanding of the Word.” It is sill

1 must first of all assure you of the deep

a the wisdom

uis usthods

fate

as a

their and

id of Berhampore. from

Sally y UVed

used

our (oil is writer in the October number of the Lon-. great interests are involved, under the
in the don Quarterly Review arraigns its authors ‘direction and advice of an nnfledged
presence of God and the Lamb.
. with masterly vigor, for their revision, Fgas 4 lawyer? Indeed, youth and inexperience:

:

dpa

3

vigorous and keen, and the heart fresh We never took any stock in Mr. Pisa
and glowing. I can unhesitatingly sub- "Sihyth's’ attempt to
seek unto green pastures?
becomes more difficult to account for seribe to the sentiment to which Dr.
ough

ended we ‘shall rejoice together

1

Ricker

at.

.

a

+

DD

the meantime, let it be widely

thought that when

LONER

ton

/:

‘

Page.
“71

:

the readers of the Siar take in Orissa;
and once more, by the appointment of
‘the brethren, I write to tell you of our
recent Conference.
We are one in
heart with the brethren and sisters of your

same blessed cause ; and very sweet is the has generally been criticised.

-oon

ES

i A. Tam
G.

V.

Waiting (poetry). Mrs.

:
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the. - Colloquy: “Have you had ‘a revival
in your ' Church?”

¢¢ No; our

minister

does not believe in them.
We have not
had a conversion'for ten or twelve years.”
‘“ Well what are you doing?” ¢O, we
are having the grandest fair you ever
saw; the seats are all taken up in the
church; we have a promenade concert
every night, and a shooting gallery, and
a grab-bag, and a post-office, and the
ladies dress up in all sorts of old-fashipn=
ed costumes. We expect to clear $1,200.”
What is to be done with it?” It is tefit up a church parlor.” And ‘'so ey.
wrap it up..” (Micah vii. 8.) ¢ And
what will ye do in the end thereof?” The
above is not a supposed, but a real
case.N. Y. Christian Advocals.

The Mormon question is mp. Tt will”
‘not be down until itis settled. Tt is in
Cengress. It cannot longer be dodged.
Bills containing radical measures have
been introduced by Congressmen Willits,
Haskell, and Burrows. Probably the
certificate of eléetion given by Governor
to

Murray, of Utah,

as

Campbell

Mr.

Delegate, may not be accepted. Congress prefers to retain its own Hght to

detefthing the qusliflvations of £15 ow
members.
my, has

But Mormonism,
got

to

go.

If

as Polygathis Congress

dawdles over the matter as heretofore,

it

will hear from the people!
If either of
the two great parties elects to side with:
the '* twin relic” of American

barbarism,

so much the worse for that party. ‘Bat
we have no idea that it will be so. The:
voice of the people, wholly irrespective of’
party, is beginning to make

itself

heard... .--. .

in a way that predestinates the result.
But everywhere public meetings should
be held to make the public sentiment and
determination unmistakab
— dduvanee.
le,

The Revised Version of the New Testament is working its way into general use.

All the lesson helps print the text fn either

both versions or only in the Revised Vefsion. In various colleges it is used exclusively. The verdict now seems to be
about this: Much better than the Author-

ized Version, but not as good as it should ’
be.— Church Advocate.
The Southern Churchman says—and it fs

counsel that can scarcely be too often

peated :

re-

When
any member of your family iy
sick, send for the rector.
Do rot wait until he hears about it. Yon send for the
physician; you don't wait till. he hears.

reat your rector as you treat yoyr

doc-

Ir
It is moreover, the Divine direction in
this ‘case.
¢ Is any sick among you? Let
him call for the elders of the Church.” And
here, as in every other’ case, the Lord's
counsel is wisest and best.— Epis. Recorder.
RE ETIANIEL,
© Hv

Diona

ye meddle;

threshin’ other

the flail
— Puck.

agin’

H a

it’s niver WO

folks’ corn;

yer

own
.

ye

eye

allays

good
gits

somehow.
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WANTED! MONEY AND LABORERS.
*

BY PILGRIM.

3

ta

loss of two earnest workers.
How shall
the depleted ranks be filled? Where are
the Judsons, the Martyns,the Boardmans,

in looking over the report of the Financial Secretary of the benevolent societies

young men of cultured minds, of sancti-

for the year 1881, one can not but be
.. struck with the small amount contribut-

thusiasm, to bear the torch of truth to
the dark corners of the earth ?
The fields are all white, ready. for the
harvest. Where, Oh, where, are the laborers?
.

ed by a majority of the churches, for the,
three objects for which money is solicited.
From a dime the Scale goes upward, until the hundreds are .reached; butitis a
sad fact that the hundreds are decidedly

fied hearts, full of energy and a holy

|

Sp
TSE

\

ty dollars toward the missionary and educational work of the denomination seems
almost incredible. (One would think that
a single individual, even the pastor, small

though his salary may be, could scarcely
be willing to do less than this to aid an

enterprise in ‘which his heart should be
- ‘warmly interested. The report shows
that the amount raised by all the societies,
the Woman's included, and what has
been received by legacies, averages only
a little more than fifty cents for each
member of the denomination. Is not this
a startling fact ? What can be the reason
for this state of things? 1s it our poverty?
Methinks that quite long enough has the
ory been heard of our being a poor,‘ weak

denomination.

We are not poor.

Should

“we give this year according to our ability, not eighty thousand dollars, but a far
larger sum, will be te amount of our
contributions for these three objects. But
again the question, why this lack of interest ? Does it arise’ from our ignorance?

Are we unacquainted

with the

the heathen

the destitute home

world,

wants

of

churches, the
for the Gospel
the olden time
Will he wink

needs of those preparing
ministry? We read that in
God winked at ignorance.
at. ours? Nay! if we are
In these
ignorant, we are wilfully so.
days of broad intelligence, when missionary items are borne upon almost every
breeze, when not only the

religious,

but

the secular press teems with these items,
there can be no excuse for ignorance. 1]
sometimes wonder

whether the Missiona-

ry column of the Star, is not habitually
passed over, by those whose purses are
always clesed,

for carrying

when

money

is

on this work.

required

It

hardly

seems possible that a Christian can
these appeals, week after week,

after year,

and

his

heart

moved.

read
year

remain

un-

-—

Again the question, Is it our selfishness?

There may be other reasons, but doubtless this lies at the root of the matter.
‘We want so much for ourselves, and it is

extremely easy to economize where charity is concerned. Then our vision is so
«circumscribed, our horizon bounded too
often by home and-its surroundings.
India, China, Japan, Africa,—~what have
we to do with people so remote? Should
wwe send our mites, perchance they would
be swallowedup on the way, and even
should they reach those distant nations,

what can so little accomplish

aYhong so

many myriads? We forget that the white

mantle tovering the hills and valleys, is

but an aggregate of tiny snow-flakes. What
would become of the thirsty earth, should
each drop that forms the shower refuse
to add its quota ?
Let each Christian feel as he should his
responsibility, and the glad day of proph-ecy would soon arrive when all the ends
of the earth shall know the salvation of
God.
Says a writer in The Gospel in All
Lands, ‘ A careful consideration will
show us that it is perfectly feasible during the remaining years of this century,to
put the Word of God into the bands of
every living human being, in his own
tongue,” - ¢ Let us remember,” he

adds,

#¢ that one hundred and eighteen millions
belong to Protestant and evangelical
churches. If we could depend on each
one of this whole number to do his share
.of this work, how easily it could be done.

If personally or by
_ believer,

should

proxy,
during

every such
these

twenty

years, reach six souls with the Gospel,
the whole world would be evangelized.”

Are we as a denomination dding our
share

of this

great

work?

If

not,

whem rests the responsibility?

On

on

each

individual, who will not hear the voice of

the Master, but persistently refuses his
aid in the accomplishment of this mighty
enterprise.
It is sometimes

said, that

to call the attention

pastors

of their

these matters, lest

their

fear

people

salaries

to

should

be reduced. This seems hardly credible.
If there are such men, they are shortsighted as well as sinful, for who does
not know that benevolence begets benevolence? Show me an individual who does
nothing for benevolent operations outside
of the church, and I will venture the asssertion that that person does very little

iif any thing for the home interests. Show

ane a church zealous and active in all noble enterprises,

embracing

the

whole

everld in its sympathies, and the pastor of

such
a church need

never

fear that his

temporal interests will be neglected. I
am always inclined to defend the clergy;
but if the old saying, ‘‘Like priest, like
people,” be true, some of this class must

be verily guilty in this matter of incul“cating systematic beneficence.
What«ever difficulties he may encounter, whatever opposition meet, 0
Fhinictes should

‘be deterred from doing atl in his power to
‘bring his people to a sense of their duty
in assisting to carry out the Master’s last
«command.

YE

I

GRATITUDE.’

in the minority, even among the more
wealthy churches.
That churches
of

from fifty to a hundred members should
be satistied with paying five, ten or twen-

en-

BY

PROF,

J. J. BUTLER,

D. D.

The reader of Scripture will notice how

much of it is filled with ascriptions

of

praise to God. These were called forth
not only on occasions of great deliverance
and special blessings, but by the common
events of life. Holy men
dwelt very

near their gracious Father, they basked
in the sunshine of his love, they delighted
to make mention of his. great kindness
and tender mercies.
If adversity came

they bore it with fortitude,

MORNING STAR,

This is in accordance with

a healthful

experience. Gratitude is natural and rational. So it should be cultivated. It is
not always spontaneous, or duly exercised. Here is one of our inconsistencies
and
frailties. = When
the
Israelites
were so signally brought forth from bondage, very soen they gave way to unbelief
and murmuring.
Their history throughout was marked with like folly.
And
we are too much like them, in this respect. We too soon forget. We do ‘not
sufficiently balance the favorable with
the unfavorable. There may be ninetynine blessings in our cup; but if one is
wanting we grieve over that, lose sight
of all the rest, and make ourselves
wretched.
Gratitude is so suitable to our condition

1, 1882. .

© PMissions.

adds, ‘“ But our own time is no exception not through the medium of a more or less
ber that responsibility for 168 Spirit)
to the historic fact that in all ages minds defective translation.
welfare cannot be transferred to other
God will justly require of Amery
of the broadest culture have accepted
The chief excuse for delinquency offerConducted-py Rev. G. C. Waterman.
Christians the spiritual care
Christianity.”
ed by ministers is that they ‘‘ have no’
of Amerigy
—Gosp
el in all Lands.
5. Professor Asa Gray, LL: D., of time” for such systematic stady. They
=
CRISTIAN ECONOMY.
Harvard University, well known as a bot- might as well say that they have no time
Since writing last week on the unwise
anist, says, ‘‘ It would be easy to draw to sleep. A minister has all the time ‘crowding of denominations into small French Protestant Work in
v
States.
the Unite i
up a list of living and recently living au- there is; the only question is, What use towns of the West, we have read a valuthorities who are very much the contrary, shall he make of it? Let the minister who able article in the Christian Union in Dear Young Friends: *
There is a beautiful missionary Work
and the number who could be set down as is a graduate understand, when he begins which facts are given illustrating the very
|
going
on among the Canadian Frey,
| really hostile is probably few.”
his first pastorate, that the giving of one point under consideration, and showing
6. Professor Benjamin Pierce, LL. D. good hour, at least, of each day, to the that we were in no way mistaken in our children in the manufactdring cities of our
of Harvard University, well known as a faithful study of the Bible in the original, statements. The cases cited suggest the country where their fathers and mother,
mathematician, says; ‘Iam not.aware
with all the helps the best modern schol- thought that there is, or ought to be, such have come to get work in the mills, y,
that any of the leading authorities in phy- arship can give him, is as absolutely es- a thing as Christian economy, and that it are gathering their children into
jig,
sical science are opposed to what they be- sential as that he should prepare his two ought to be practiced. It would,of course Sabbath schools for studying the wor,
lieve to be Christianity. . There are very sermons » week, and he will find time be well nigh impossible to apply any very of Jesus in their own language, and
their
great authorities in physical science who easily enough. The man who says he rigid principles of such economy to the parents are often induced to come fo,
are very well known as thorough believ- has *‘ no time” for'a thing, really means working of religious bodies in the older and so we get them after a while 1 1p, -

ers in Christianity.”
."7.

Professor Joseph

LeConte,

:

of the

University of California, author of stand-

ard works in geology, says, * I would

say that the majority of recognized authorities in physical

science are, in Eng:

as designed land and the United States, not hostile to

for their good, and of short duration.
Grief might endure for a night, but joy
would come in the morning.

FEBRUARY

Christianity.”
.
8. James D. Dana, LL. D., Professor
in Yale Collége, “and author of well

known text books in geology, says, ‘I

to say that he doesn’t consider it import-

ant enough to fake time for it.

When

he

recognizes it as a thing that must be done,
the time difficulty vanishes.
i
But the * more scholarsaip in the min-

istry” for which we are pleading
be genuine scholarship.

should

It should not be

of that pretentious kind which prompts

a

preacher to be continually quoting Greek
and Hebrew to people who understand
not a word of either; nor should it be of

communities,
been long in

where the churehes have
existence, but in opening

come steady attendants at church whey,

French-speaking ministers preach to then,

the wonderful words of life. These Jit,
certainly ought to be a Christian comity children never used to be allowed to hay,
that should so far control the action of little Testaments to read and carry t,
new fields, at home and abroad,

church

boards, as to prevent any

there

undue

multiplication of churches.

school, because the Romish priests do no;

| think it best to have the ehildren ler, -

| The same principle may be, and some- out of the Scriptures the blessed words of
times is, applied to the employment of
pastors. Two churches which ure scarcely able to support pastors separately,
may often do themselves und the cause of

Theare
re
vow in our glorious Unioy
many hundreds of French children tha

do not believe it true that the msjerity of that slipshod kind which ignores or skips
are singing in French the beautiful Sqp.
the recognized authorities in physical sci- all the difficulties of the Bible. It should religion a great service’ by uniting and day-school hymns which you sing; like
ence are hostile to Christianity.”
‘be accurate, painstaking and thorough. giving a sufficient support to a strong * Jesus of Nazareth Passeth By,” and the
oO
More of such scholarship would give us man, able to serve them both efficiently. dear Moody and Sankey hymns, like, «|
preachers prone to make those wildly in- They may not have all the pastoral care Need Thee Every Hour,” and they repeat
EAST AND WEST.
correct statements on matters of fact, and attention that they would like; they the beautiful. Golden Textsin French,
The West presents phases of life differwhich have so greatly lowered public may have to do for themselves some which you repeat in English. They can
ing somewhat from those metin the East,
confidence in the trustworthiness of pul- things that they would like to have a min- talk English, too, for they learn it in the
yet, on the whole, man is much the same
pit utterances. It would give the results ister do for them, but. they may learn to day-schools and by being among the
wherever you find him. The differences
of careful investigation of the teaching of be self-helpful and to take and carry re- American children.
:
3
are chiefly superficial and such as result
Maybe the French children will write
the Word of God, without display of the sponsibilities as they woiild not have done
mostly from difference of opportunity.
processes of such investigation, in such a in other circumstances; but this is one of you a letter from IHinois, or from New
The thoughtful Easterner moving into the form as would be .comprehensible by the the very best results of such a course. England soma tims «wd i311 gan shant
West, will,I think,be first impressed with unlearned and
untrained hearer. It There is such a thing as too much of ce
a sort of laxity or looseness characteriz- would raise the ministry immensely in tain forms of pastoral labor; .such
ing the majority of interests. These inter- the estimation of the only class of the thing as a minister's doing for. a chare
ests may be satisfactory to those concern- community whose esteem is worth hai and society many things which it would
ed in them, but the casual beholder feels ing—those, namely, who desire to see be better for them to do for themselves
and such an element of happiness, that it that they might be vastly improved.
the Christian preacher ** perfect, thor- Not a few ministers are heavily burden
might seem te need no prompting.
But
This is true of not only physical or niait is held up both as our privilege and terial, but also political, moral and spirit- oughly furnished unto all good works” with duties and labors which member
duty. Says the apostle, ‘ Rejoice in the ual interests, to quite an extent.” I. will by the faithful study of that Scripture of the church might do just as well, an
Lord altvays.” In everything give thanks. speak of physical interests merely because ** given by inspiration of God, and profit- would be benefitted by doing. There ar
surely, things enough that he must do, t|
In the day of prosperity
this is easy, they are the first to be regarded by the able for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness.”— keep him busy all the time. Let all th|
though even this may but elate us, and natural man.
gifts be brought into use; all the talent
Ezuminer and Chronicle.
minister to our pride and vanity. Hence
The average man seeks one place of
*‘ occupied”; all the forces employed an!
* 49
the need of care to ascribe all our bless- abode, rather than another, because he
so
developed that the minister may do hi
ings to God. The reason that prosperi- can find the conditions of life easier in
THE FINANCIAL ARGUMENT.
own work in the best way. Nowher
ty so often proves a source of injury is, the one than in the other. Most of New
A very large proportion of the finanthat it is allowed to puff us up. It ought England is sterile when compared with cial distress which everybody feels is di- ought we to be more willing to practic
to make us feel our dependence and cher- the majority of places in‘the Mississippi: rectly traceable to this demon of rum. strict economy than in the application c
ish humility. Then it may be an ever- valley. "A man living in New England, The figures show it. Men see it. They Christian ‘service and the doing of Chris
tian work.
increasing blessing.
with ten acres such land as he could find are growing impatient with it, intolerRut the day of adversity comes to all, almost at random in the West, would | ent towards it, It costs altogether to
Origin of Home “Missions.
perhaps deep affliction, when darkness have better facilities for
supplying his | much. When Joseph Cook stood up in
Home Missions in this gountry original
shrouds our path, and no relief appears. physieal wants than the average one hun- | Boston and pointed
men to an unbroken | ed——where so many other good thing
Can we then be grateful ? Yea, still cleave dred acres now afford him.
line of rum shops eight miles long, and originated——in the wise foresight an
to God.
‘ Though
he slay me, yet
When the New Englander,or thq Euro- showed what an enormous burden of ex- self-denials for their posterity’s sake, ¢
will I trust in him.” * Though the fig
-comes
into this region of ph fair ie pense it brought to every man and wom- the Fathers of New England. The sam
tree should not blossom, &ec., yet T WilI'|
a8 the €y6 cal roach, with [aver a att who had a diesels wows <F tawahle —geas
rejuice in the Lord. Gud o¢lll llves and tree to fell, or stump ta nproot.oi
of the importance of providing for jts we
ews’ F--r y, they felt a convulsiv: .
wr
reigns.
He will never forsake us, but to move out of the way, with land of the | in every compartment of their pocket- fare, that led them first to found th
cause all things to work for our good. richest quality at a minimum value as books, and a new determination to a- church, and at the earliest possible mc
The trials and sorrows of life are a part of compared with that of his boyhood days, bate the great evil was born. When ment to set the school and college besic
our needed discipline, and should be ac- he is convinced that he can take up, pay Judge Davis confronts the moneyed men it, so that-it should never lack an earnes
cepted with gratitude.
of for and till a-large number of acres.
The of New York with his startling array of educated ministry, led them to watch ov
How often we see this in the experience result is that he soon finds he has more figures, showing to these men, who deal those who irom time to time wen ot
of individuals, communities and nations. on hand than he can well attend to. This so largely in facts, that the rum traffic from their early churches into the regior
The ordeal may be severe in the endur- land yields luxuriantly with careless til- is a fearfully costly affair, that it depress- beyond. Of all things the Fathers woul
ance, but it refines and elevates.
It was
lage and he thinks the harvest greater es every department of business, and not have these little colonies without ti
a dark providence that permitted our no- ‘than if he had grown less with better swells into such huge proportions the stated ministry of the Gospel. At fir
ble president to fall by the hand of a base care.
3
city’s expenditures, they are startled in- | gach pastor watched over the emigran
assassin. For a time it seemed too hard.
Somebody has defined man as a lazy to a new conviction of the tremendous from his own flock, as far as was pract
But already we are rising above it, and animal that loves to eat. When man has nature of this evil. They are paying for cable, by correspondence, supplies of r(
The great ligious reading, and occasional visits
feel that we have yet abundant cause for discovered a way of getting easily what it out of their own pockets.
gratitude. Never despond, but, be ever he wants to eat, and having a large sur- argument is reaching them through an Yearly ministerial resting times wer
Something at last spent in helpful visits of this sort. The
hopeful, trustful.
’
plus to .dispose of, there is a general let- available channel.
ting down in life and habit. What is the will be done, * * *
>
O*
*
arrangements were made for the suppl
Good men will not complain at such |. of one and another pulpit for a Sabbat!
use of being so particular when it does
SCIENTISTS AND CHRISTIANITY,
not pay? is the question that comes to his arguments as these. Spiritual arguments each, by neighboring brethren, that th
BY W. H.
mind. Running through several of the seem for the time to have lost their force. ‘pastor might render a more continuou
Western states in the time of harvest, I Drunkenness #8 4 sin, rum-selling as a and effective service to these shepherdles; ° 1
‘¢ Are a majority of the recognized auwas struck with what seemed to me the crime, men do. not feel these ‘as we
+e supsove you before them all.’ When
sheep. Next the local ministerial asso
thoritiesin physical science hostile to Chrisgeneral wastefulness. When I made any think they ought. But other arguments ciations undertook the business of their dismissed, she lingered behind my chair
tianity?” Many persons are disposed to.
remark, a smile came and the reply that are just now doing a mighty work in more systematic supply with the means till I asked, ¢ Well, Radhi?® * Missebba,
answer this question in the affirmative. Eastern men were poor hands in the har- opening men’s eyes to the evil of intemof grace. Later still, local organizations I was disrespectfalto you before all the
But an article in the current number of vest field until they had worked a year or perance, as the most wasteful, the most
were formed to see that every known
girls; I will beg your pardon before
the Baptist Review, which is published at two. Everything possible was done with destructive, the costliest element in our
community had its church and pastor, its ‘them all ;* and she did it.
Cincinnati, furnishes data for a negative horse power and men must keep pace
modern civilization. It is a utilitarian neighbors bearing such part of the re- |. How many of our school-girls at home
answer.
The article is on the ¢¢ Present
with that motion or there was-an inter- age we live in. Grant it. But if the sponsibility as the shoulders of the young would have the courage to volunteer such
Relation of Scientific Thought to Christian- ruption and consequent delay all round. friends of social reforms will wisely use
sisters were too weak to carry. Further a step?
ity,” and occupies thirty-five pages. Its
their opportunity they can make even on, as State bodies were formed to watch
B. J. 8.
author is Rev. Lemuel Moss, D. D., PresPr
such an age the most destructive of all for the religious interests of their own
Items.
ident of the Indiana UniverBity at Bloomothers to those mighty evils which bur- commonwealths their care’ of smaller
Not long ago twelve native missionaries
ington. Dr. M. has his own opinion on
SCHOLARSHIP IN THE MINISTRY.
den society and impoverish the individu- churches, needing help came more prom- were murdered in New Guinea. When
the above question ; but was desirous of
It is no disgrace for a man whom God al.—New Hampshire Journal.
:
inently into uotice, and tne business was the news of the massacre reached the othgetting the views of a number of men of has called into the ministry without also
O-Ban
a on eg
gradually reduced into still more perfect er islands of the Pacific, ‘and three men
*‘ recognized eminence in the field of giving him an opportunity for a thorough
system.
were wanted to take the place of those
~
THINGS WORTH SAYING.
science,” and therefore submitted this,and education, to be lacking in scholarship. It |
Integrity without knowledge is weak Thus the churches of the older East were who had been slain, all the students in
two other questions connected with it, to is a misfortune which he will not cease to
enabled to follow with Christian love and | the college at Tahiti volunteered to £0,
each of the following, a part of whose an- lament, if he is a wise .man, all his_life; and useless, and knowledge without integrity is dangerous and dreadful.—Dr. help the young and enterprising compa- and the matter actually had to be decided
swers to this question are given below.
but in spite of it he may be a successful
nies that went from their shelter to found by lot.
t
:
J
1. John W. Dawson, L L. D., Principal preacher of the gospel.
Not all the cult- Johnson.
new
homes
for
themselves—chiefly
in
Never be troubled’ when thou art
of McGill College, Montreal, Canada, the ure needful to success in any calling can
Personal.
Northern New England and Eastern New
author of well known works on geology be obtained in the schools, and a man of slighted or undervalued; for thou canst York. But as
M. D., and wife
Thomson,
C.
J.
the
years
Rev.
went
on,
and
thyself, and if thou
and paleontology, says, ‘‘ 1 have no sta- active mind and indomitable will can in not understand.
at Canton, China, and write
and
Western
arrived
emigration,
have
both
from
the
tistics on the subject, but in so far as my a great measure supply the defects of his thinkest so meanly as there is reason, East and from over the sea,
began to as- on Nov. 29, that they were the guests of
personal knowledge extends, I should be early training during his later years. But no contempt will seem unreasonable, sume larger proportions,
it
was seen that the Rev. Dr. Happer.
inclined to think that only a small minor- for a man who hag had all the advantages and therefore it will be very tolerable.— these provisions for the spiritual
supply | It is proposed to build a church at Dehity of scientific men are hostile to Chris. of a first-class collegé ‘and seminary Jeremy Taylor:
of the gathering multitudes were far too ra, India, as a memorial of the Rev. -J
training to lack scholarship, is a disgrace.
Midas longed for gold. He got gold scanty.
tianity.” +
;
Then camethe forming of the H. Morrison, D. D., who died at Debra
2. Professor Charles A. Young of It proves that he has been lazy, and un- 80 that whatever he touched became National Society that has been
the moth- last September. after a Missionary life of
Princeton College, author of several as- appreciative of the opportunities he has gold, and he, with his long ears, was er and model of other
Societies
and 44 years. He originated th e call for the
tronomical works, says, ‘ Of the scieh- had, and of the duties they impose upon little the better for it.— Carlyle.
Boards of the various eyangelical denom- week of prayer now so generally observ:
ne sorrow, one deep, corroding anx- inations, all of which
tific men I know in my lines of study, I him. Brilliant abilities are not necessd;
have done and are ed.
should say that only a small (but rather ry to sound scholarship; a moderate in- iety, will wear deeper furrows in a cheek doing so much to
T. C. Carter of the Central Chin
spread
Rev.
the
knowledge
noisy) minority are decidedly hostile to tellect combined with systematic dili- and brow, than ten campaigns can do.— of Christ and His salvation
been obliged to retur®
throagh the Mission has
gence is all that is needed. The minister F. W. Robertson.
Christianity.”
land. There is not space here to speak home on account of serious illness. He
3. Professor Peter G. Tait, of the Uni- of to-day above all things needs to .be
Much of that which looks like fellow- of the need, the ever-widening field, the is now at Huntingdon, Tenn., and is re
versity of Edinburgh, author of Advance ‘mighty in the Scriptures,” and he can ,8hip is really but an’ amassment of sepa- underlying motive, the cost in
men and. ported as improving.
in

Physical

Science, and

other

works,

says, ‘¢ It is certainly not the case that a
majority of the recognized authorities in
physical science (in Britain) is hostile to

Christianity.”

ol,

4. ' Daniel Kirkwood, L L. D., Professor of Mathematics in Indiana University, and author of seyeral important astro-

Not money alone, but laborers are nomical works, while admitting *¢ that a
needed. Within a few months, our small tendency to skepticism has been recently
missionary force has been reduced by the quite apparent among scientific men,”

not be this, in the best sense of the term,

unless

he gives

a definite part

of

time to the study of the Word of God,

and in the original, if he is able

No activity in the pastorate, no fli
eloquence in the pulpit, will aton
here. To be permanently usefi

|. ations.—W. R, diger,

|| We

think our civilization near its me-

makes its strong and ceaseless appeal to

"Rev. Geo. Grenfell of the English Baptist Church has, on speeial - fvitation of

tion hereafter,

the special purpose of superintending the

money,

or -the

results

of a

t

ridian, but we are yet only at the cook- every thoughtful patriot 4s well as to the
crowing and the morning star.—Eier- Christian. These, points may have atten-

son.

None but enjoyments of rare occurrence

Meanwhile, shall not ev-

ery one who recognizes the wisdom

and

; are adequately prized ; neither young nor
ministry, a man’s preaching must be sat- old can set a proper value on pleasures benevolence of our Lord's command,
which they taste every day.— Goethe,
: ‘* Go ye into all the world and preach the
urated with the Bible, and to secure this
+ If a man; has not done somethin
‘Gospel to every creature,” consider how
he must first saturate his mind with the
Bible, he must know it as it was written,

worth doing by the time he is five-and.
thirty he may be considered a failure”

wide and

influential

a purt of ** all the

world” our own country is, and remem-

-~
i

work

’

the Missionary Committee, just arrived
in England from the Congo country fof
construction of a steamer already ordered

for the mission expeditions in the ioterio
of Africa. Mr. Grenfell speaks in ©
cobiraging* terms of the present positio®

and future prospects of the Congo oper®
tiong.

es
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mericy,

of Jesus, and we have reason to look
carefully into the word of God with
rigid scrutiny that we may know what it

Lesson VIL—February 12.

teaches on a subject of such consequence.

To * blaspheme against the Holy Ghost,”

For Questions see Star Quarterly
and
Lesson Papers.

is this fearful sin. To revile the everblessed Spirit; to reject his warnings and
admonitions;
to stifle his voice and

Uniteq

" CHRIST'S FOES AND FRIENDS.
READINGS.
Christ's foes and friends. Mark 3: 20—35.
His brethren’s unbelief, John7: 1-9.
His foes murmur, John 7:10—31,
Accusation and rebuke. Matt. 12: 22-37.
Unpardonable gin. Heb. 6: 1-7 (R. V.)

8 of our

N0thers
8.

We

0 little’
Words

d their

His foes destroyed. Matt. 21: 3346.

punishment.

10 be."

Where
0 them
e little
0 have

Let us seek to

imply that the scribes, by accusing him of

;

cometh into a house. And

being

the

cond
not so much as eat

do not
learn

bread,

in

league

And

ords of

Nn that
1 Sun.

all them that love him and are obedient
to him. *¢ Whosoever shall do the will
of God, the same is my brother, and my
sister, and mother.” And so kinship with
Christ is the privilege of all mankind.
Into it all may come. ‘‘ Whosoever,” is

goods, except he first bind the strong man i

repeat

rench,

'y can

in the
the

a word of broad significance.
limits ; it shuts out no one.

write
New

all to seek

ahant

ting about him;
they say unto him
Behold, thy mother and Thy brethren with-

. shall

do the will of God, the same is my

brother, and sister, and mother,
Torics— Accusation.
Defense,
The unpardonable sin.

the

twelve

were

chosen

some of the relatives of Jesus, sought te
restrain him by force, on the ground that |
he was not of sound mind.
Then followed a conversation with certain scribes
from Jerusalem, who accused him of be-

ing

in league

with

Satan,

and

other

events as narrated in this lesson.

I.

Accusation.

When one is doing Lhe

very best he cen, is honestly and diligent-

ly workingto

help

and

not to hinder

those around him, it is painful to be misidged,
and to "have one's motives
: Aderste=
.
avidin
SE farsa «48 was
lhe
oft-repeated

eerie
of

his

of our

divinity

sensitiveness

Saviour.

The fact

did pot diminish

of

his

soul,

the

though

1t

doubtless gave him greater strength to
bear the trials he was called to enclure.
His own kindred thought bim crazy and
sought to restrain him by force; his opposers, when they could not deny the
reality of the miracles wrought by him,
but were compelled to acknowledge his

| wife
write

sts of
Dehv. J
Dehra

fe of
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pers:

shows

GLEANINGS.
( From Rev. C. M. Southgate.)

The danger of sins of the spirit.—
Wickedness is commonly associated with
gross crimes and vices. But the bodily
passions which prompt these partly disguise their nature and stupefy the conscience. Sins of the spirit are hidden by
a thinner veil, and rise more dangerously
Christians,
near the source of character.
ter, find the proud, ' jealous
i
i

ar Loon PATO 10. 00

brought to repentance.
These are respectable sins, easily concealed and lightly excused, and these led the Pharisees to

the verge of hopeless guilt, and caused
the crucifixion.— Monday Club Sermons.
(From Rev. J. C. Ryle.)
Let all who persecute and ridicule
others

because

of

their

faith

of

God

religion,

take

or if. perhaps ou are

a preacher, and
donot often hear a sermon, is it not a very delightful thing to
‘Oh,

the child of God

The evil spirits every-

Where recognized Jesus as opposed to
and superior to themselves; as having,
in fact, power to destroy them, should he
choose td do so.
This
they feared.
Plainly enough, it was absurd to suppose
that the chief one of all these evil spirits,
whose servants they were, who had sent
them out into the world to torment men
and do mischief generally, would help

Jesus in breaking down his kingdom and
destroying his power

among

men.

simple,

The

sensible.

It

required only another step in the reason-

ing to show that since Jesus was always
and everywhere upposed to these devils,
these wicked spirits, he must be good.
Ho was as unlike to them as light to
darkness.

There are none

those

will

who

not

see.

so blind
Many

of

as
the

scribes, and others, with all thé facts before them, persisted in their sins to the
end.

The Saviour's

defense

was strong

but they would not heed it.
*
MIL The unpardonable sin. With the
iniquity of these men full before him
Jesus

takes occasion

to announce two

truths of the highest importance. ** All
Sins shall be forgiven unto men.” Blessed
truth!

All sins, how many

soever

they

ay be; all sins, of whatever character.

to a period

when

those who sinned against the Holy Ghost
did it in the

‘the

most’

face

of, and

resplendent

in

despite

miraculous

of,

dis-

plays, are questions that no man ean presume to answer, It is probable that the
Lord has purposely left the whole matter
thus obscure—a wide penumbra encompassing the awful umbra—just on purpose that men may keep away, as far as
possible, from anything that looks like
presumptuous sinning against the light of
the Divine Spirit. No doubt the devil,
many a time,’ has used these awful Scriptures to frighten timid souls away from
the Cross and the throneof grace; but,
let us always be sure of this: that no
soul that sincerely wants to be reconciled
to God, has yet committed the unpardonable sin,—Bapt.

Teacher.

hi.
his time to

80 great advantage as in traifing himself
to be a master in teaching teachers and
in maintaining a teachers’ class. By this
work

he may multiply his power.

deepest experience

are soon done with.

in

it.

Other

rule but one exception is made, and that
in these words, ‘ But he that

is made

It has

been well said of the teachers’ meeting,
«It is the place where a clear exposition,
a good illustration, a pungent application, or a deep religious impression is instantly multiplied by the number of
teachers present.”— Well Spring.
John Bright,
the Quaker
English

shall blaspheme against the Holy Ghost

hath never forgiveness, but is in danger
of ‘eternal damaation.”:. “There is a sin
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!

[]

in the Protestant Sunday-schools of the
realm ; and [ have read all about them

in your country,
going

avd

to be safe if you

your people ‘are
only

stand

by

your ‘Sunday-school ‘men, and train up
your children in the ways of the Lord.”"—

Congregationalist. +

te

Every

fewer their books

become.

Every

the young man there is a

whole

yet to get through ; to the man

|

shall know all

that can

be

where

known

of the
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for my

be without

various remedies, but nothing has relieved my tronble
like your TROCHES.
Please send another box.”
EAST CANAAN, N, H,, Nov. 5, 1881,
AMERICAN MEDICINE CO.,~Gentlemen:
I recelved from you, some time since, 8 box of Dr. Warren's
Troches. Ihave used them freely myself, and have
also given them to several others, for sore throat,
hoarseness, bronchical affection, ete ,and have found
that in every instance the rellef which followed was
jmmediate, Inone case I cured an obstinate bronchial affection which had become chronic.
I ean
heartily recommend them as superior to anything 1
have ever used. Yours very truly
H.S. ParmaLEE, M.D,
(Preacher iu charge M. E. church.)
* I am frequently troubled with colds and bronchitis,
aud have used the Troches with great benefit. They
are the best remedy I bava used for along time.”—
[Ret A. R, Sylvester, pastor M. E, church, Gorham,
A BOX
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conversion

very

SARSAPARILLA

EXPOSED!
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Manchester, writes, Nov, 12, 1882:—
** Some time since I received a box of Dr. Warren's
Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches, and have used
them with great benefit for irritation in the thr at and
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MIWELLS, RICHARDSON & CO.,
Can be sent by mail,
Burlington,

soon

40 New, no 2 alike, Chromo
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them. Send meé by mail four boxes.”—[Rev. James
Holmes, Bennington, N. H.
“ Ireceived from you a hox of Dr. Warren’s Troches.
which
I think to be far the best thing of the kind 1
have used. Send me another box at your early convenience.”—[Rev. W. R. Cochrane, pastor Presbyterian Church of Antrim.
* The Troches were received, and I am pleased with
them, . Persons visiting us, troubled with coughs, result of colds, used them, and experienced such relies
they took away the balance of the box.,”- [Rev. A. Sargent, Wilmot Flat, N. H.
Rev. T. P. Sawin, now pastor of the Congregational

Ihave boen quickly relievod, in a short time

Maso

E

1 on10c., worth 25c., warranted best pack:
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AN OBSTINATE BRONCHIAL AFFECTION.”
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ingandcuring those sickening sensations that affect
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Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assayer, of Massachusetts, says of it: *‘ I consider it the best preparation for its intended purposes,”

the

and permanently cures those diseases peculiar to
females. 1f is tonic and nervine, effectually allay-

re-

color.
It removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;
and the scalp by its use bécomes white and clean.
By its tonic properties it restores the capillary
elands io their normal vigor, preventing baldness,
and making the hair thick and strong.
As a dressing nothing has heen found sn effectual, or desirable.
:

ration,

more dear and more delightful to us in
the ages than He is at this - present moment. I believe that even the saint will
lift up his voice and say, ‘‘ How sweet
are Thy words to my taste! Yea, sweeter than honey to my mouth!” When

He said it was a natural thing for him to do, as he
had been singing to poor houses ever since he began his career,
Favorite Prescription” perfectly
Dr. Pierce's
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loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”
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of Jonathan, which dropped honey, and
every word that God spoke to us here below shall come to us with matchless
sweetness, as we remember it in the
Lworld to come. Marvelous words are
these, O God! What wonders of sweetness hast Thou stored away in them, and
are we
the more we know the more
amazed by what Thou hast said.—From
a sermon by Rev. C. H. Spurgeon.
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REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF
. Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,

very retrospect of the promise, as we
shall see it, and how faithiully God has
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I felt. glad—an

has

prietors,

Send

onto, tc

was to my taste—‘‘yea, sweeter than
honey to my mouth.”
Be glad then, dear
friends, if you find it so.
I reckon this
note of exclamation and admiration will
come from the most advanced saint—from

who

medicine.

nei ig

:
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it is

the first to recognize

whether it belonged

Price 25 cts. per bottle.
For

JOHN

congregation, I seemed to put my knife
and fork into it and say, ** Yes, give me
some mole. That is just the sort of thing
inward delight—at finding how

bh

ith thankfulness I remain

by expelling all Morbid Secretions.

PUBLISHED

myself, *‘ Yes, I am not a mere dealer in
it, that hands it out to others.
I know
the tlavor of it myself.” I feel here some-

my soul can feed upon.”

THE BLOOD

City, to whom a liberal commission will
be paid.
Circulars, blanks etc., supplied free.
I=" Send Stamp for Sample Copy. Zl

sweet !—it is coming home to me now”?
I heard a sermon some years ago—a simple statement of the Gospel—and I said to

talking

John 5: 16 and; possibly, in Heb. 6: 4—
8; and 10: 26—29.
Whether this dreadful sin can be committed in our day, or

PURIFY

Providence, R. I.

From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
DEAR SIR :—I have used your Golden Ointment
for piles and your pills. Iwas so low when I commenced using your-pills, in 1868, that my friends
and physicians deepired omy life. I have been
cured by Sour pills, and now enjoy comfortable
health.
They work like a charm. One
wis them is, a continued use requires a
dose.

and permanent cure by the use of these Bitters
Being tonic and mildly purgative they

HooD’S SARSAPARILLA is sold by all druggists. Price $1 per bottle; six for $5. Prepared by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

as

a poor, humble preacher

the Messiah’ were

$=

sufferings, but about sixteen months ago, I ac-

.

in

though I had never heard it before, and
the promise comes into my soul with as
much of life and power as if it had been
spoken yesterday, and 1 had never heard
of it till this moment.” Are you not surprised sometimes, you that are got into
middle life, or are got old, “to find how
-sweet God's Word still is to you? If,
I
you
have been away
from the
ReRRATSY 3fiha traveling, I toa laid

feed on that hopey and say,

Dizziness,

oplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

says: ‘‘HooD’S SARSAPARILLA is putting
new life right into me. I have gained ten:
pounds since I began to take it.” Hastaken
*
__
two bottles.

another—‘‘ I have known
Him
these
thirty years, but He is precious to me as

aside by sickness,

Rheumatism,

Sick Headache, Loss of
Appetite, Jaundice, Ap-

Christ Jesus. It is, then, the exclamation of a soul tasting for the
first time
—is it? I do not know. It may also
be the exclamation of a soul which
has long tasted, and is still tasting |

ever, and His Word is fresh and novel

Dyspepsia,

are the

cidentally found a box of your pills and commeneed to use them immediately, and found relief at
once. Have, up to this time, taken, perhaps,
three twenty-five cent boxes, and feel that I am
free as people in general from : headache.
Have
‘not had one of those raving headaches for several =
months, and feel that I am entirely
HE
would recommend them to every one.
N.B. The above recemmendation is voluntary
and of my own free will, without any solicitation
_|-or reward from any one, and only with a
re
that other sufferers like myself may be
tted
in like manner. Any person who may wish to.
communicate with me'ean do so. 2
address is
as follows,
DEA. THOMAS. G. EARLE,
(Park St., F. B. Church,) No, 40, 80. Winter St.

! Pdigestion, Diseases of
© lidneys, Torpid Liver

the human body through the blood, giving to
doa ud
all renewed life and energy.
My friend, you need not take our word.
one
taken
just
has
who
_
ighbo
.
Doth, He. Ww 1 tell you that th It’s the best
dollar I ever invested.”
mil

it. ** How sweet is Thy Word unto my
taste I” +*{ have known the Lord,” says
one,
‘‘ these forty years.”
I,”
says

OH

Hel a

the

my

After constipation follows

Biliousness,

They

Liver Pill.

TESTIMONIALS.
Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallewell, Me!, says,
“| take great pleasure in recommending your
pills, for they do more than you claim for them.”
Rev. 8. P. Fernald, i.
.) Melvin Village, N,
H., writes, * Your pills
give the best of satisfac
tion. Please send me 40
boxes.
PROVIDENCE, Nov 4, 1881. |
DR. D.D. DYER & SoN.—Dear Sirs:
¢
I have been subject to chronic headache for sev.
'| eral years. At times the pain was so intense that
1 had thoughts Of a resort te suicide to get rid. of

in a short time effect a permacure.

ty Them.

Great Mandrake

HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA

I could have said with the Queen of She-

of

Bowels,

Will give immediate relief, and
nent

of 40 Years’ Continuance have

been Cured

"DR. HENRY BAKTER'S

sweet are Thy words unto my taste! Yea,
sweeter than honey to my mouth!” This
is evidently the cry of one who is somewhat surprised and amazed. He has a
Sica phe which he cannot quite express,
and
that thought is evidently a burning
NON, N. H., Feb. 19, 1879.
one. How sweet !—sweeter than honey!
ERAS I. Hoop & Co.: Dear Sirs—
ough greatly prejudiced agains patent
Now, I believe it is a matter of wonder to
S
the soul to find the Gospel so sweet when
a bottle, last December,
pari
it gets the first taste of it. Until I believrostration, and
ed in Christ, I could not have imagined
ti ying resulfs from
that & man was capable of so much deits use. Iam now Ll the second bottle,
valuable remedy for
and consider it a very
light as I then felt. ‘When 1 first looked |. indigesti
on ad its aftendant troubles.
to Christ and was lightened, when 1 felt
ly,
CHURCHILL,
ours& tru
that my burden rolled off my. shoulders,
4 (Firm of Carter
Churchill.)
i
it quite astonished me. It seemedto me as
.
if a man could never know such rest as 1
ZF A gentleman who
Gained
then felt. When I beheld my sin all put
had been suffering from
10 : Poun ds
away through Christ's atoning blood, and
the Debility and Languor
peculiar to this season,
knew myself to be accepted and beloved,

in the promise

STUDY.

and

and Liver

Pills.

Headaches

It works like magic, reaching every part of

¢¢ How

at Christmas,
for you all, and
myself .all the
opportunity of
and listened to

defense was plain,

MAVORALE, BITTE

Stomach

Dyspeptic

:

their origin.to a disordered

state of the

who are not sick enough to require medical
advice, and yet are out of sorts and need a *
medicine to build them up, give them an ap‘petite, purify their blood, and oil up the maposi
oy
eir bodies A will 40 its duty
willingly. No other article takes hold of the
system and hits exactly the spot like @

times like the butchers
chopping off bits of meat
I have not had a snack
while. When I got the
sitting down at the table,

repels the assault.

cided

and

admiration.

owe

to easily call one, and a still larger class

warning and repent. Whom are they persecuting and ridiculing? The family of
the King of kings, and Lord of lords! Surepower over unclean spirits, accused him
ily they would do wisely to hold their peace,
of being in league with the devil, and of
and consider well what they are doing.
doing these things by Satanic assistance.
These whom they persecute
have a
How corrupt must have been the heart mighty Friend.
¢ Their redeemer is
that could charge the pure snd holy Son mighty; he shall plead their cause.”—
of God with being an accomplice of the Notes on Mark.
foulest and wickedest creature known in
( From Rev. Dr. P. S. Henson.)
the universe!
Just so bad were the
The Unmpardonable Sin.—To this sin,
scribes from Jerusalem spoken of in this
lesson. They who ought to have been there seems to be an allusion, also, in 1
his bitterest. opposers and vilest slanderers. They brought against him the
wickedest charges.
:
11. Defense. In a few words Jesus
shows the stupidity of the accusation and

29

relationship,

I. Are there evil spirits ?
II. The relation of punishment to sin.
III. Spiritual relationships.

Notes and Hints.
after

It encourages

~ TOPICS FOR FURTHER

Care for disciples.

Soon

this

It sets no

or

geta

“Yes,” said Clara, ‘your Maltese kitty is preliy
ghonghybut he can never .come up to my
bird.”
That
wis all she knew about it. The kitty did
come up to her bird that very day, and it was all
day with the bird, *

THE SWEETNESS OF GOD'S WORD.
First, to-nightI call your attention to
our textto point out that it has two notes
exclamation

you see signs of disorder

1; Is designed to meet the wants of a large por: tion of our people who are either too poor to
employ a physician, or are too far removed

common sense,
‘While his eye had a twinkle of fun,
“Let your pounds take the way of my shillings
and pence,
And the thing can be easily done.”
fk
—J, G. Whittier,
i

of

as

and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of
foes

the regard that Jesus has for his true- ba, ** Half has not been told me.” I:had
heard my father say, I had heard Chrishearted disciples.
tian men say, that blessed-are the ‘people
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
who trust in the Lord; but I never
thought there really was such blessedness
I. Zeal in religion is not fanaticism.
as this. I fancied that they would decoy
II. The Christian worker may expect with some sweet declarations, and after
sneers and reproaches, but must not be that ull might be very common-place. But
I did not find it so, and I am here to bear
turned aside by them.
:
III. Let us be thankful that there is my witness, that by the word of God’s
promise, as I believe it, I was so startled
but one unpardonable sin, and beware of with joy, that even now I cannot tell you}
committing that.
the delight I felt—ay, and still do feel—

sat round about him, he saith, Behold, my
35 mother and my: brethren!
For whosoever

0

com-

"cred and spiritual relationship to himself

ke, “i

men
those
ts in

had

ships, but rather, that he took into a sa-

g; like
nd the

a oth-

Satan,

sympathy of our Saviour. We do not
understand that he, in any sense, -denied,
or sought
to ignore, his earthly relation-

Union

When

with

mitted, or were in danger of committing
this sin.
re
IV. Care for disciples. In the closing
paragraph of this lesson we have brought
before us an illustration of the broad

cometh Jogethet again, so that

soon

Comstipationn
and a thousand other diseases that

package of Kidney-Wort and take it faithfully.
t will clean the sluce-way of sand
gravel or
slime and purify the whole system.
Druggist
sell,it both liquid and dry, and it is equally

D. DYER’S

| Headache

There
is no excuse for suffering from i

Hooo's SARSAPARILLE

“ Well, squire,” said the deacon, with shrewd

be so. pos-

It may he added, that Jesus seems to

MARK 3: 20-30.
(Revised Version.)

ITY to

1aries

They

sessed by that Spirit that we shall, by
his very presence in our hearts, be kept
from this and all other grievous sins.

18 too;

g

Will reckon up greater than mine.

are certainly
fearful sins and we may
well believe that they merit the gravest

s. Christ's friends cared for. Lukel2:1—I2.
§.

is meant.

DR.

Sluce-Way.

efficient in either form.—Independent.

drawing

“They say I am rich, bit I’m feeling so poor,
I wish I could swap with you even
The pounds I have lived for and laid up in store
For the shillings and pence you have given.”

these things, consciously and deliberately
done, seem lo be what

as

The old 'squire said, as he stood by his gate,
And his neighbor, the deacon, went by,
‘¢ In epite of my bank stock and real estate,
You are better off, deacon, than I.

But in heaven’s appraisal your assets, I fear,

by repeated neglects and long continued
resistence of his gracious influences;

DAILY

VALUATION.

“ We’re both growing old, and the end’s
near;
You have less of this world to resign,

quench its power by persistence ip sin,

/ Work
French

Nature’s

The Kidneys
are nature’s sluice-way to wash
out the debris of our constantly changing bodjes.
If they
do not work
properly the
trouble is felt everywhere.
Then be wise

BOWELS.
E

Other

Selections.

unto death,” said John, the bosom-friend

wmday School.

Piritug].

scom——.
LIVER AN D

=

1, 1882.

"KIDNEYS,

—

Chisago.

4

If you wish the Best Travelling Accommodas
tions you will buy ox
tickets hy his’ route

¥8. AND

WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.

All Ticket Agents sell

Tickets by this Line.

© MARVIN HUGHITT,2d V. P. & Gen’l Mats
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"+

for publication.

necessarily

We

and

return

cannot

.ynanuscripts unless stamps are sent for that purWhether stamps will be needed can be depose.
termined by reference to the list of accepted arti-

cles given at the end of this note each week. We:
need at least a week in which to decide whether
We have
we can use contributions of any len th.
special con.
a large corps of paid editorial and

tributors and cannot pay for articles contributed
to that
by others unless an understanding is had

effect

before

publication.

The

following

will

Does Righteon sues projong Life?; An
appear:
Unwithered Gourd; Harper’s Ferry Correspondence;
Darjeeling
— Sanitarium; Sunset Hour;
Letter from-Lewiston; Religion in Nature, I; In
that Far-away Land; M’tesa, King of Uganda.

Men have worshipped the devil

hope that he would not
upon them.

bring

in the

any evil

They often worship God

for

no other or better reason,
n

re tr—— —

Some men manifest a fiery zeal and an
jutense love for souls among strangers,
while at home they are indifferent or paralyzed.” What paralyzes them but the
their charac-

consciousnesss that at home

racters are known?

You may have taken a false step; it
may have been a serious one. Make the
“best of it. Lose sight of it as a landmark as quickly and as fully as possible.
Don’t charge all yoar other failings upon
fatal

for then you will form the

that ones

habit of excusing

pitying

of

yourself,

yourself, and making thatone circumstance

the scape-goat for all your sims. Don't
say that that one false step is the cause of
all your other troubles, for it may be only

the revelation of a weakness that is running through your whole life and endangering it; it may be something to warn
you, to reveal youto yourself. Not that
you should fix your eye and mind on the
step itself but upon the tendency or weakness in your character to be corrected.
a

RS

Mr. Emerson, in” his

Nature,

first

eloquently

has

chapter

said,

a

true

are

guments are always valueless even to the
cold and hardened; yét sometimes they
seem worse than valueless.

That which

touches the conscience, like Peter's

ing sermon

on

Pentecost;

flam-

but,

better

still, that which makes the soul to long
for light, for relief, for peace,

and

enkin-

dles the pure flame of holy aspiration,
will awaken the spirit of prayer, and -cail

loss of faith, light turned to darkness
within you, and a place in the valley of
dry bones which the prophet beheld. The
reward of duty done will be like that of
the husbandman rejoicing in the harvest
that, through

his faith and his works,

the

bountiful Giver has granted him.
Pray
and toil, and in the place of dryness will be
meisture, in the place of dearth—fruitfulness, instead of dying souls about you—
souls quickened into the joys and activities of the life immortal!
BE

—

to

a

revelation which it yields of the being and

So with many of the gifts

of God to men. Rich gifts are bestowed
_ “upon us each ‘day; the pathway of even
. those whom we call unfortunate is strewn
with the evidences of Divine goodness. Yet
how thanklessly we receive them, thoughtlessly just-as we do the light of the stars;
and how inattentive we become to the
revelation they give and the lessons they
teach. If the loving care and good gifts
of God were vouchsafed only once in a
thonsand days, how, in our subsequent

a

SE

CE

I8 IT THE END ?

thou-

great extent, to ignore. its beauty, and the

“Guilty as indicted!” Such was
verdict, unanimously rendered by
jury, speaking not their own merely,

the
the
but

the conviction of the nation as

and

well;

the unprecedented, horrible, and tediously protracted trial of the assassin of James
A. Garfield was ended. The jurors did
but their duty, and yet Judge Cox, in dis-

cherish

the

memory and the revelation of the glorious
season we had known. But every day
God visits us in love, and showers upon

Strong . convictions,

the

them, good judgment and

courage

of

unfailing

per-

servance, will, if we are in the

right,

se-

cure eventually the most signal and complete victories over wrong. We may be
in the minority, but the truth is always,
at first, advocated by the few and opposed by the many.
We may want wealth

and the prestige of high station.
nearly all
world.

the

great

Oliver

So have

reformers

Johnson

relates

of the
that

of

the twelve persons,—William Lloyd Garrison and his coadjutors, who, on the 6th
of January, 1832, in the school-room under

the African Baptist Church,
Street,

Boston,

tion of the

signed

New

in Belknap
the

Constitu-

England Anti-Slavery

Society, the first association ever organized in this eountry upon the principle of
the

immediate

abolition

of

Slavery,

not more than one or two could have
puta hundred dollars into the treas-

ury without bankrupting themselves. Yet
their organization was the. *‘ parent of
numerous other sffiliated associations
which in the next few years created an

anti-Slavery agitation that shook the land
from end to end,” and eventuated in the
liberation forever from bondage of three
millions of human beings.

- Yet there are still ‘regions beyond.”
‘The world is not subdued. Inveterate superstition and wickedness still control the
great majority. ' No nation, district, or

community even, is all Christian.

The

love of Christ does not pervade the hearts

of all who worship in the churches.
many are satisfied with a form

Too

and with

externals, while the heart fountains are
unpurified. What wonder that nearly in
the shadow of gorgeous—but

church, in every eommuiity,

by every

‘individual, in which spd in whom the
conditions exist that make it possible.
« Idleness” said Jeremy Taylor, «is
the burial of a living’ man.”
Spiritual
inactivity is

of the

the

soul. A

dying

and

revival

the burial

of religion

means waking after sleep, sensibility after
torpor, resurrection from the dead!
How shall our revival be induced? By
whatever else, more than, .all. by prayer.

last issue, or of any

omissions therefrom,

‘will

be gladly received by him.

~——Pres. Robinson, of Brown University, has

temples, great: numbers are indifferent,
skeptical, heathenish? - Every
c¢hurch

delivered the first of the new series. of Yale
lectures on Preaching. He sets forth in strong

should be filled with the Spirit, with souls

transformed

from

the

earthly

to the

could long be environed by masses of unbelief ard sin.

Its holy light, its health-

ful influence, would penetrate and subdue

the regions beyond it.
How sad to think of

wastes

remaipibg

our own cond,
tions which have
lege, there are
most destitute of

the

great moral

in Christendom.

In

even in the older porbeen exalted in privitowns and counties althe means of grace, and

virtually heathen. Vast

tracts

borders of the new states

and

on the

territories

where there is no Sabbath,

no

¢ regions be-

Those

yond.”

are

indeed

Bible,

er.

‘‘ How shall they hear without a preach-

er?”

;

3

—The

of

prayer, but plenty of drinking saloons,
and gambling dens. If there are a few
believers disposed to honor God and his
day, they are gatheredin 8c
pan
and unknown.
Yet thoses
i!
ls
rd

Who breathes not more

freely to-day

than before this verdict was pronounced?
We have no spirit of vengefulness or of

spite against the fonl-mouthed, cowering
wretch who is likely soon to answer before a higher than

any

earthly

for the stain of precious blood

tribunal

upon his

is

no

longer

recognized as a crime, and human life is
as cheaply held as that®f the brute. The
insanity plea now lies in our courts of
justice with its back broken. It will
scarcely rally from so crushing a defeat.
Again, Is religion

to

be

dishonored,

the lofty truth of God's companionship
and communion with man to be brought
into contempt,

through

the

recognition,

even seeming, of the genuineness of a
murderer’s claim to be inspired of God to
commit his bloody act? Answer this
question affirmatively and the flood-gates
of as dark and dangerous a fanaticism as
ever cursed the world in the name of religion are opened wide, and no law or institution of society can long avail to stay
the rushing tides of ruin.
The verdict againgt Guiteau is a declaration of man’s moral nature and obligations; it is a denial of materialistic doctrines of human irresponsibility ; it asserts
the destinction between insanity and
wickedness ; it rebukes the egotistic and
blasphemous assumptions of self-willed
fanatics ; it reaffirms and re-establishes the

fandamental principles

of governmental

enfdréement
of Taw nd order, and protection by law of human life and property.

The jurorsin this terrible trial, by their
prompt and unanimous agreement, have

3

unless speedily overcome.
The gospel call is for labora:
with the spirit
of the Master, :: : .:
"! |
and
10 Tho mianistey ; to be
piety and purity, pervadedw
:
ings of the Word, yearning fo:
and wandering, to honor God = i:
., |
vation. When this call is fall; «io
'
triumph of grace will be sure =o!
pi)
rll
A Mp Ap Men

——We are glad to observe that the bold words
of President Arthur, in his recent message, relating to the suppression of polygamy, have
been followed bya bill introduced Ly Senator
Edmunds, of Vt., which aims at the destruction of the great iniquity.
It provides for the
infliction of severe penaltiesupon polygamists, |
disqualifies them for jury service and disfran-

chises them,

Jn other words, they are not to

mass.

There is great satisfaction

in be-

ing able to witness such ingatherings.
There are gospel preachers, all of whose
efforts are-after the shaking-of-the tree sort

of process. They address large Congregations, and the numberof conversions resemble the abundant falling of fruit from
the tree shaken by strong arms. We

would by no means condemnthepreachers
nor their efforts outright; but the truitage
is not always of the best and most enduring character. Onthe contrary, the method
under consideration, especially recognizes
the individual ; and in this respect it is

more in accordance with the divine me-

thod.

Said the Psalmist, «The Lord

thinketh

‘upon

me.”

Moreover,

its

thoughtfulness and painstaking are calcu-

lated to produce intimate knowledge of

those who are the objects of them, special

care for

jthem, acd sound, symmetrical

80 the

bill, if

THE REGIONS

Christianity

BEYOND.

is ever aggressive.

Its

the glad tidings among the hills of Galilee, and to perform works of merey, his
fame soon went forth and attracted multitudes from all the surrounding countries.

and

thus

bringing its members under.
gospel influences ; or the winning of a Bogle soul to

the Lord Jesus, and thus bestowing upon
him a blessing of incalculable

value.

It

may also have for its object the introduc-

tion of some one to a seryice which may
prove a grand life-work, and through it

currentsof far-reaching influence may be

After Paul had made the circuit of Pales-

‘set in motion.’ To attain any one of these

tine, Asia Minor, Macedonia, and Greece,

objects, there

he yearned more than ever to extend the
gospel into the regions beyond,
So the work has proceeded from age to

age through all vicissitudes of opposition
and persecution ; sometimes greatly hindered, apparently. almost overwhelmed,
| then gathering new life even amid disas--

‘We acknowledge, O Lord, our wicked- ter, and then more widely diffused, and
ness”; ‘‘we have sinned against thee.’ ‘seeking nothing less than the eonguest of

. “ Wilt thou not revive us again: that thy

the world.

Its suceess would long. since

may be

required

much

prayer, watchfuloess and perseverance.
| Yet,in the long rem and, attended by

thetblessing of God, large and most satisfactory froilage will be obtained; and
that too in spite of all the tedious painstaking exercised. While much of the
history of this band-picking

process

and

its blessed results is unwritten, the names

of the toilers are recorded in “God's book
of remembrance; and

i

we

shall

know
A SARS

[

wlan ap

Rr ily

bocafq 4

bave been the most active in the work, butpo
alone. Words of hope and clieer come to ”
from gray-haired fathers in the ministry, ny

objectionable institutions and the well meaning
individuals

who may

chance to be

connected

with them, or, between a man’s creed and the
man himself.

Jesus, on not

fully recognized

the distinction

between

is an

admonition

meant

make us chary of criticising each other,

to

the

allowing that there are. many good things, as
well as good men, in these churches, considered as so many National Churches. Thus
we come to ‘ Romanism'pure and simple,

enterprise. Many reasons that cannot be giy.
en here léad to this conclusion. We are receiving inquiries for our paper
from Gen, Baptistsof the West. Their pape;

as

the Gallicans

hundred years

women

are, blind to the fact that the Christian religion
from

shameful

degradation

to the social estates of dignity and opportunity
that belong to woman by natural right. Consider this picture of woman in India, as drawn

by one familiar with it: * Unwelcomed at birth,
untaught in childhood, enslaved when married,
widows,

unlamented

in

faith in the
ation,

sys-

* The Free Chifrch Associ-

Massachusetts

Branch,”

recently

porated, has for its President, Geo.

incor-

C. Shat-

tuck, M. D., of Boston, and announces its objects to be the following: * 1. To maintain as
a principle, the freedom of all seats in ‘church-

es;

2.

To promotethe

abandonment

of the

sale and rental of pews and sittings, and in
place thereof, the adoption of the principles of
systematic free-will offerings by -all the worshipers in our churches, according to their
ability; 3. To promote the recognition of the

offertory as an act of Christian worship
a Scriptural means of raising

and as

money for pious

printing and dissemination of tracts and papers;

many times made quick and significant response to such calls as this; and as often as you
have doneit; you have blessed the Missiona-

and

remembering

results of the last year’s ‘work in In-

dia, let us all be true to our brethren in that far
off field, true to the cause they represent there
for us, true to ourselves and true to Him who
said, “ Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these, ye have done it unto me.”

E. N. FERNALD,

0-0
S40

South

the free cburch system.”
ciation well, and

We wish

would be glad

the Asso-

to see

free”

churches permanently successful, but fear that
the world is not yet sufficiently advanced to

4-0
+o

Eastern Nebraska,

know of no place offering better
to persons of some means, than

wr wwe

inducements
this part of

Nebraska.
Improved farms can be had at reasonable
rates. Two railroads pass through the county and another
is being surveyed.
Society
and school privileges are good. What makes
it particularly desirable for F. Baptists is that:

we have here at Salem

a church with a good

house of worship, with

hall

and

organ.

The

is out of debt, but we need help.

the church where we left, but I thoughtlessly
located where there were no church privileges

that we were much

interested in, and now he

has lost all interest

in religious

simply

a man

had located,

of the world.
as

we

might

things and

I believe

is

if we

have done, near

a

church of our choice, he would now be a useful and deveted Christian.” In union there is
strength.
The great object of organized
Christian
effort should be to labor more successfully for

the advancement of the Redeemer’s
A great field is open before you

Kingdom.

herd.

What-

ever position you may be prepared to fill, you
may be sore of a place awaiting you.

Any information wanted

will be cheerfully

given by Geo. A. Slayton, our church clerk,
W. H. Davis, or.by the writer.
Salem, Neb.
P. HaLL.
4-0

--&

The Proposed Paper.
Iam constantly receiving letters anxiously

inquiring concerning the

ing

The Free Baptist.

prospect of publish-

A few words

in the |

Star will perhaps give the desired information

to such as do not-heur from me personall

y,
make ‘reliance ‘wholly on the * offertory,” or , + The first condition on which the
publication
collections, or envelope system,altogether
safe. -wagfo continue, as arranged
by the advisory
We hepe the Association will keep - Dutie
fully informed as to its work and the results
thereof.

~——We

have been

looking

through a pam.

phlet containing a thoughtful sermon

by the Rev. O. E.

Communion

Baptist

preached

Baker, before the
Association

held

Free
in

Springfield, Obio, some weeks ago. The pam.
phlet bears at the head of its title page the
words, “ Free Baptist Pulpit.” It is, we understand, the first of a series

of sermons to be

published,gceasionally in this form for distri.

bution. The theme of this first discourse is
the Church, considered in the grandeur of her
character and Spirit, her movements,ber pow.

er with God, and her prospective and glorious
triumph

in the earth.
4

The preacher takes oe.

Personally, Ishall feel relieved to escape from
a work I do not crave, if it shall be decided to

close the offer.

With

the

future

outlook, in

company with many others, I shall feel sadly.
But a few cannot carry the work, and having

done all they can, will notbe responsible for
The commictee will, no doubt, soon
failure.
Till
report some action through the Star.

then the offer for any to subscribe is open.
A. A. Smith,
Minneapolis, Jan. 23.

Ainisters and Chwvches,
[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this deparument of news. Taese items
must be accompanied by (he address:s of the writ
ers,

not

necessarily

got

into

the

reach this office re
next

for

publication,

and

should

Saturday nigat in order

issme

of

the

Star.

to

We,

of

course, reserve the right to Sondenss, and to reject,
when for any reason it shall seem wel: to doso,
matter thus farnished. |

pois

church

:

homes.

our obligations in

the last days of February. Nothing less than
this will do it. Friends of the Mission, you have

the holding of public meetings; the preaching
of sermons; discussion in the public press; the
promotion of needful legislation; the creation

of afundto assist parishes wishing to adopt

they db well? Our young people of this great
West are in other schools and reading other religious papers ut the home fireside, and as the
natural result are going to other religious

hand. Faithful prayer, earnest work, liberal
giving and promptness in forwarding contribu-

hour,

-the Congregationalists announce

papers to instruct their people, is it any wonder

death!”

practicability of the free-seat

tem in churches.

readers.

same work;

Woman has the best of reasons for accepting
and cherishing the Christian faith.
——A writer in the Advance announces the
publication, soon to occur, of a new and important book, entitled, ¢ The Women of Mormonish.” It will be edited at Salt Lake City,

—Tt seems ATL thre are those who have

mended it to the notice and patronage of ji;

The present quarter of ‘our Foreign Mission
Year will close on the 28th of February,
The
remittance to India should be made Feb 25th.
Only about half funds enough for the remit.
tance, including former deficits, are yet on

the

‘The paper has most kindly po.

their pew paper to-duy. They have a strong
one in N. E., also the Advance of Chicago, but
need another,
Brethren, with schools and

Our church has become so decimated by
death, removal, and otherwise, that we are not
able to support a pastor and have him labor
with us all of the time, and since there is no
church of our denomination within thirty miles
itis inconvenient for one to preach to two
churches.
Here is a chance for doing good work in
¢ by one who has long ff¥8Pin the midst of
the abominations,” Mrs. Jennie Anderson | helping us,and by so doing, you can help yourFroiseth., The facts are to be from the *¢ vic- sélves to religious privileges superior to any 1
tims,” and largely in their own words. ¢ The know of within our own denomination west of
the Missouri river.
arraignment of Mormon treachery, Mormon
Our people have often been too careless in
despotism, Mormon barbarity is terrible, and
most terrible, because shown to be absolutely
regard to their Christian association in selecttrue.” The book will be brought out by sub- ing them a home. Many a Christian worker
scription. The publisher is Prof.C. G. G. in the East, having located here in the West,
Paine, Detroit, Mich., who will add valuable
away from any church he felt particularly insupplementary
chapters; Judge Van Zile’s
terested in, has lost his zeal and spiritual enpapers relative to Mormon legislation ; the New
joyment. A good brother who had been thus
West Education Commission ; and other Christunwise, said to me with interise emotion:
ian and educational forces already employed.
* My son was an active Christian worker in
accursed as

faith with ud.

ticed the Free Baptist, editorially, and recon.

The Foreign Mission Quarter.

of

This paper represents

a following of 15,000 in the West identical jy

Denominational.

country, I can say that,all things considered, [

No wo-

tion list,although its present list pays expenses,
The old debt is killing.

Since our decision to publish
paper tw, other denominations have entered upon the

migrants has lessened, notwithstanding the land

man should be, and but few intelligent

is to suspend within a short time, caused hy

:

tions will enable us to meet

May feel that tis.

a debt incurred in startlog without « subset.

have done for two

and more.”

TERRIA

the time to go forward in ‘this denominations

are very
nearly
healthy Christians.
They
minimize their Romanism, and, in fact, keep
it down as by powerful medicines, grieving
over and deploring their own malady, when
they cee it in all the malignaney of Ultramon-

tanism,

Wt

A few facts should be kept sight of by a)

and can treat it pathologically as a terrible
disease from which these churches suffer.”
‘‘ There are millions of Latin Christians who

inthe West. It is remarked that the character
ol immigrants, on the whole,
proved of late years. The number
of tubes.

ier converts to Christianity than men.

to the fu

terébted in our work.

ge
I wish to say a few words to our F. Baptist
brethren who are contemplating a home in
the
West, Ha
an 0] jortunity of beomg

troubles in Ireland, perhaps because of them.
~——]tis often remarked that women are read.

spondence, I understand, in regard

ture and for a time the offer for subscriptions

continues.

more

bas much im-

The com.

mittee of the late Convention are'now in corr.

cal than is ordinarily supposed to separate the
idea of * Romanism’ from the Latin churches,

Lewiston, Me., Jan. 30.

nearly a quarter of a million, Most of them are

cial considerations to be regretted.

honor pious “Roman Catholics”in spite of their
abhorrence of Romanism. “* It is more logi-

the

furnished

For 800 copies of the first

pense and lost to us one or two offers of fina.

as he did, to a degree which only hyperbole
could express.” The’same writer makes some
statements designed to help those who wish to

need

Germany

nearly groundless.

paper sent to New England, but'11 subscriber,
have been returned,
and the only club i; from
a city in Mass, wherewe hitve no church,
+ The delay has necessarily occasioneq ex-

Jews,

glorious

1881,

of the East would help ue start has also Prove

and

ter to do a good work late than never.

mental and meral nature.

The hope expressed that our stronger church

sharpuess,according to the dictates of conscientious convictions. * One may hate Judaism,”
says Bishop Cleveland Coxe, in the Independent, ** as St. Paul did, and yet love

ing

to membership and Kansas nexth while _
largest list from one pastor comes from Towa

partic-

freedem

3 territory

Minnesota has sent the largest list accorg; :

ularly in view of motives and purposes, but it
allows us to deal with general movements, systems and institutions with great

and

but mostly from the border: western

a

wrong, and the person who commits and cherishes it. The admonition, *‘ Judge not that ye

be not judged,”

The younger py, .

nothing.

scribers come from 17 states

a few occasions,

——It is understood that Mr. Blaine's * master-piece,” his approachingeulogy on Gen. Garfield, will be delivered
upon the
27th of
February.
The
Ex-Sccretary
has
never,
perhaps, bad so good an opportunity as he
will then have of acquainting the nation and
the world with the precise qualities of his

It is bet-

tors have-done

is that between

and
the

and charitable uses.” The means to be employdevelopment in them.
This hand-picking may have for its ob- ed in the pursuit of these objects are * the

fantily to the congregation,

tant, distinctions to be made

ries, blessed the lost for whom they labor,
bave yourselves been blessed. Seeing

has lifted the sex

"HAND-PICKING
This is a process which, iu :
has been known to the pomc_;:
practiced by him. In some particulars,
the process and its results present a
marked contrast with the old method of
shaking or clubbing the tree. It requires
more time, labor and especially painstaking. Yetit pays for all these things,
since the fruit gathered is more perfect
and better suited to preservation.
This process, thus approved, is suggestive of a method of Christian work.
There are times when, comparatively
speaking, people come to God in the

proval and subscriptions, but many of our
»

Cox in the Guiteau case is as invigorating as a
fresh breeze of mountain air in dog-days.
Let
the next culprit who feigns insanity beware!

it becomes a law, has within it surh provisions
as will render its own enforcement practicable. This is as it should be; and we bid the
President and Congress God-speed in the ac-

no

the character and feelings of another are concerned.
One of the simplest, yet most impor-

clear and succinct charge of Judge

Go into one of those “settlements | complisbmént of the work in hand,

on the Sabbath, and you find no house

;

—— Another minister has fallen by death. The
Rev. Wm. Peck died at his home in Springwater,N. Y., Jan. 21; after a painful illness of four
days. The funeral services were conducted by
the Rev. Wm. "Walker, assisted by the pastorsof
Springwater.
The large concourse of people
felt sorrowful that one of Christ's faithful servants sheuld so suddenly be called away.
An
obituary will be furnished soon.
:

be judges of their own tFfmes.

are given up to lawlessness, pillage,
drinking, gambling, and kindred vices,
God.

light the need of the agency of a living preach-

than half as many immigrants to the United
Statesas all other countries combined, very

shining

a revival of religion fs needed in every

Historical Statement for 1881, published in our

~—During

that

That which is meant by

that notification of any errors appearing in the

and extend with all their dea

through the familiar features, makes al- nature is for enlargement, growth, diffuways grateful to our sight the long known siveness. When Jesus begin to proclaim
face of a friend.

——Bro. Stewart desiresto have it understood

ism, immorality, and irreligic: ©

makes this expression as pleasing as ever,

sou),

:

half filled

indeed merited the thanks of their countrymen. With Christian pity and prayer ject the adding of one scholar to the SunREVIVAL.
for the criminal’s unhappy soul, let. the 'day-school, and thus planting in his heart
A revival of religiop—how much is sentence be pronounced and executed.
the first good seed ; the gaining of a new
meant by this familiar formula of words!
PEP

just as the sympathetic

NOTES.

your countrymen.”

oo
40

It is its meaning, great and glad,

to hear of

own

affirmatively, and murder

we

progress.

glad

weight in the state and natic:

us more than the fabled wealth of the In-

would

must have a dim vision, weak faith, a faiat
heart, who cannot perceive these sigus of

shall be

growing up into towns and

dies.

woe,

subsidizes the forces of nature, and makes
art, science, and literature its allies. He

We

many tree shakings, and of ripened
fruit falling thick and fast. We shall
expect to hear of some. We shall
.thank God for all the good fruit gathered
by means of them. Bat hand-picking
may*b¢ practiced in all the churches, in
every community and by every gospel laborer. We urge all to pursue it with renewed diligence and consecration. The
results may be safely confided: to God's
keeping.
-—
rs i.
ager

missing them, said with great propriety,
“You have richly merited the thanks of

hands? But some great questions—awful questions, were up for authoritative
answers, and to answer them amiss would
have been to sow this land with the seeds
of crime and death. Is the plea of insanity to avail, when, acting from an impulse
begotten in a jealous, vindictive, unscrupulous heart, Cain lifts his band against
his brother’s life? Answer that question

want and

It

heavenly, alive to the force of divine
forth, as from the tomb, the beautiful form truth, and earnest to gather all outsiders
of faith.
:
: into the fold of Christ. Such js the ideal
O you that have faith, pray for revival. and design of the Christian church. Such,
You know the need, you hold the means. in a good measure, were the churches
You are the*elect ones for this purpose, which the apostles planted, and which exand upon you the hand of God is laid. tended the work s0 much in the first cenThe penalty of neglected duty will be the tury. Did such a spirit prevail, ne church

on

sand years, how would men believe and
adore, and preserve for many generations
the remembrance of the city of God
which had been shown. But every night
come out these envoys of beauty, and light
the universe with their admonishing
smile.” Since the wondrous spectacle is
80 common and familiar, we come,

Many, deep and

the arguments set forth to preve the value
and power of prayer, but they avail little
save to satisfy the soul with a reason fer
the faith it already has. Few men indeed
are ever argued into
genuine prayerfulness and spiritual revival. Not that ar-

¢‘ If the

‘stars should appear one night in

glory of God.

soul will pray, and with the first pétition
faith is born.

are reaching forth their hands to God.

year.

dis

« From all parts of the West Tn
a
leading. brethren East, came letters of ry

:

Maine.
Rev. B. Minard and wife
their heart-felt thanks to the
B. church and congregatio

thetn At thelr home onthe &
Rev. J. Burnham

hip

Davi

with the churches at Farmingloa, E. Wien
and Temple,
Jan 29, He leavesa vacant field for °
somebody who is willing to do hard work for
the Master. Hie prayer is that the Lord may
send them a faithful under-shepherd, who will
feed the flock

of

God.

Bro.

1.

bas

labored

with these churches for three years lacking
one month, He changes with the hope that it
may prove a benefit to bis oldest son

who

bas

been sick for nearly a year. - Having received
a call to the church at Meredith Village, N, H.,
he expects to enter upon bis labors with the
church in that place the first Sabbath in Feb.

Rev. E. G.

Eusstman

sends

the

following

good news: “A very precious work of grace is
being enjoyed by the F. B. church in Rockland, Meetings were begun Jan. 1, and have

been held with increasing interest every

even-

ing as well as many ufternoons up to this (Jan.
21) date, The work is quiet, but very convincing.
It is largely with the men, a large
portion of whom are heads of families. More

than a score of new cases are rejoicing in the
Saviour, besides as many more who were
wanderers
are seeking for light. In al
most every meeting there are from one to
eight who kneel before the Lord and pray for
themselves.” |
Rev. B. 8. Gerry spent a very pleasant Sab-

bath

with

the recently

No. Guilford.

The

organized church jut

members

are

united

and

are working for the out-pouring of the Holy
Spirit. “Bro. G. has visited other places and
found a desire for the extension of God's spiritual kingdom,
;
A friend writes of passing through Dexter
and finding the people well united on their
pastor, Rev. A. G. Hill, who is settled there
and ready for work.

On the evening

of Jan.

23, his people, including ' a **goodly number of

children”—gathered at the vestry and made
the pastor amd: his excellent wife an expres:
sion of thejr interest.
Twenty-two dollars
were received. The church at D. is composed
of cordial, warm-hearted men and women.
The Gray chureh kindly remembered its

‘pastor recently in a donation of over $60 in
cash, besides other gifts. Within a few days
the society has given him over a hundred do

lars in cash. ‘This, with the repairing of both
parsonage and church, the raising of over $60.
for missions where none was given before, a0
increasing congregation and Sabbath-schod)
and a salary well paid, speaks well for a church
that so recently suffored.s0 much from dipbay
Eeeria’ FB. Svurch ykfa’ Bitte,
Rev. 8. C-v

‘Whitcomb pastor, united with "fie Methodist

church in the week of prayer.
* They enjoyed
the meetings so well, that they were continued
by the two churches two weeks longer.

AS ®

|comittee, was that .a subscription list of at result there have been ‘a few conversions
feast 1,000 should be secured, This seemed the church is in an excellent condition
essential to the financial success of the paper very hopeful for thé future,
and it was thought it could readily be secured,
if codperation should be given

friends.

by

pastors

and

For certain reasons it was desired to

start the paper early in December,

The Hg

Ated number of 1,000 subscribers the Conven
tion felt could be gained in time

to begin

"

i

that date,

* The initial number was sent out Nov.1.
rangements

were made with

Ar
house

a reliable

to publish the paper conditionally

at

upon

. Rev. Ira Emery has entered on the third
year of his pastorate’ with the 1st Wolfbore’
ceurst... o.- There is some religious awakening in the 2d Wolfboro’ ehurch. Two persons

‘have been recently converted. Rev. C. Paris,
though suffering from partial loss of voice, bs
occasionally preached there, =

Rev, Wm. H. Ward and wife, of Water ViF

the | lage, express their thanks

for a very liberal

other arrangements were made that gave even

donation, Jan. 98, of $40.54, The people biv®
done nobly for their’ pastor and family #18¢¢

hope or promise—in fact it seems

cipients of Christmas presents to the amount

securing the above number of subscribers, and

better fifancial outlook thun I had been able to
that

success

OW

They must send full name

not

In this one thing we were greatly

Th

ing.

to mail

dress,

a

are only specimens of what the results
of the spiritual harvest will reveal.
. These winter months are pre-éminently
the spiritual fruit-gathering time of the

cured the subscribers.

No trué‘and Conscientious Christian will
allow himself to be recklessly disregardful of
definitions and distinctions, especially where

|

not roll it preparatory

their paper and

ael; and Ananias in behalf of Pagl! Such

was assured from the first if the friends bags,

to

i hh

write

tributors will please

of

side

one

on

only

What a noble and abiding workof this
kind did Andrew for Peter ,when he
brought him to Christ; Philip for Nathan-

casion to say some things of special interest
F. Baptists.
g

a

—
ed

B= All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
be
“on business, remittances of money, &c., shouldConaddressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

cause thy face to shine upon thy sanctuary that'is desolate, for the Lord's sake.”
No one who wants faith in prayer can
make efficient employment of this highest
means. And if one wants faith in prayer,
how can he obtain it? Ah, how ?—so
different are we all, not equally susceptible, nor alike influenced by the same
things. . What may be good advice for
one needy soul, to another may prove. a
stumbling block. Not much can be said
or done, save what shall cause the soul to
hunger and to thirst. Then, indeed, the

hereafter.

-——b

C. A. BICKFORD, Resident Editor.

our God, hear the prayer of
and his supplications, and

of man.
* Never was the prospect more encouraging than now. It is strongly posted
among all civilized nations, and adopted
in theory as the only true religion. It
has entered the dark continents, explored’
their recesses, established its missions in
every land, presenting its bright spots by
thelakes and rivers, on the mountains
and in the vales. Whole tribes and nations are turning, and the isles of the sea

——

more of its details in the great

their coming among them.

They were the I

ah

°

FEBRUARY 1, 1882.

tion.”
* O
thy servant,

us thy salva-

depravity

a

WEDNESDAY,

mercy, O Lord, and grant

have been complete but for the

A

The Horning Stax.

rejoice in thee? Shew us thy

a Sa

)

oobi may

1, 1882.

MORNING STAR, FEBRUARY

THE

36

al

‘

Po

a deep

is

gnd-still there

among the unconverted,
:
Vermont.
The F. B. Bociety of No. Danville

Houlton (Me.)—Held
with the Haynesville
church, This church is about 2 years old- and
Q: M” was something new to them. Although
they had many: misgivings in regard to $akibg
care of the delegates and ministers, yet they di
-it in the best manuer, opening their houses and

88.

ed their efforts.

New York.

OM:

This
@ M. ounce held a prominent place
in the eastern part of Chautauqua Co, Three

from
1.
ed exfinag.
} com.
Corre.

he fy.

Iptions
all
this -

Ationa|
he giv.

Paper
Paper
ed - by

ISetip-

)enses,
'esents

Jington, Cherry

of the time.

They are now in a feeble

sup-

tion, some having no preaching; some, preach-

and

appear-

To all buman

ing part of the time.

The Cottage church which. was added

writer has been laboring the past year with

a gond time on Sunday

|.

collection

was

taken

for Home Missions.
Bro. John Hayward, Rev’s
H. Dailey and O. T. Clark were appointed a com:

hoping aod praying for the Chautauqua Q. M.?
Dr. J. H. Button began, Jan. 1, a year’s pasThe
torate, with the Depauville church.

can not come, will they not houd up
the bands of
the laboiers in tuis good work ? For information
address Kev. O. 1. Clark, Lenora, Kansas.

encouraging assistance lor F, B. labor in this locality. Both as to means and men, our earnest cry

had

without

been

were

upon

are

they

and

great

for

hoping

The congregations are large, the
things.
spiritual interest good, and growing better.
Pennsylvania.

~

This

a

prospect

of a

tion.

determination

for

in Woodburn.

The

The

weeks’ .meeting

Pittsford, Jan.

the

¥.

24

requested

B.

QUERU’S

to-

vn

ham, 238 Western

the discovery

the

in

five professed faith and several

vows.

country

proved

Hopewell

church,

I

traveled

30

preached at night to the Vallona

church.

We

Lydia

Lynn, Mass., has made

Compound

is a

enjoying

the

and

accident-

of

health.

He

Consumption

The

cured.

permanently

can

Dear brethren, remember qur brethren and
}
Minnesota.
¢hurch at Champlin

token of good
-confessed

in their meeting.

their

wanderings

to their allegiance.

Others

some

is having

Some
and

have

returned

have expressed

a

desire to live a Christian life. Thé interest in
he Ea
#oclety

siton) is on the

The

increase.

has lately put into their church

one of

Estey .& Co’s fine chapel organs.......The

Ariends of Rev. C. L. Russell metat the parsonage in Champlin on the evening of Nov.

16, und spent a very enjoyable evening. They
left for the benefit of the pastor's family (aunual donation) $50. The pastor and wife also
acknowledge a donation
Iriends in Brooklyn, :

of

$14

from

3.00
1.00
1.00

Mrs Rogers

Boston

the

Tennessee.

Bro. J. H. Bwatsel writes from Midway
that they are in great need of a preacher,

-especially to - baptize some who have recently

‘been converted. Bro. 8. takes exceptions to
Bro, Headrick’s statement that the ministers

C

York Wis
*
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17—19,

Conference

Friday

at

2,

Pp.

M.

A

full

delegation is desired.
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.
Montville (Me.) with the Camden church at
Rockville, Feb. 17—19. . J.C. KNOWLTON, Clerk.
Union (N. Y.) with Italy & Naples church,
Friday, Feb. 10,at 2 P. M." Rev, KE. E, Cartwright
is to preach the opening
:

sermon.
A.J. COLE, Clerk.

Calhoun& No. Branch (Mich,) with the
Cook’s Prairie church, Friday evening, Feb. 3.
Rey. lobert Martin is to preach the opening sermon, also he will deliver an address on 8. 8.
work, Sat. avexing.
GEO: M. Howe, Clerk,
Sanilac (Mich.) with ‘the Lexington church
(located about three miles north of’ Croswell Station in Sanilac Co., Mich,), Friday, Feb. 10, 2.30
P.M. A full delegation is cordially requested.
pe
JOHN H. SWAILES, Clerk.
Ontario ay. Association with the South
Zorra church on Friday evening, Feb.10. Those
who wish to attend will take the G. W. or G. T.
railroads to Woodstock where they will be met by
the brethren, and conveyed to the place of worship. We hope to see a good attendance. Our
prayer is that the Lord may be with us.
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J. M. POWELL, Clerk.
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church, A. M. Feb.
Cook, C. A. Hilton
H. Stacy. Woman's

E. Freeze of Tilton.
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wife

and Miss Nellie S. Hobbs
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J3
, 2.80
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the

Brad-

of N. B.

Gorhdm, Nov. 3, by the

of Tiverton,

R. I.

Dwelly—Davis.—By

the same, Dec.

20, Mr.

Bateman—Salisbury.—By

Bull,

both of

Alton,

A.

Mich.,

sereau of Broom
of Rochester.

N.

H.,

3.00
4.60
1.65

Dec.

and

Miss

Flora

M.

Co., N. Y.,and Miss Susan James

Fuller—Frey.—By Rev. C. B. Hart, at_the F.
R. D.

Ful

ler of Walworth and Libbie C. Frey of Penfield,
N.Y.
. Grimes—Fasdick.—At the residence of the

bride’s parents, Ontario, N. Y., by the same, Jan.
10, F. A. Grimes of Walworth and Eta E. Fasdick of Ontario.
arsonage, Jau. 19,
Fasdick—Hicks.—At the
alworth
and HatXx he sume, NH. L. Fasdick of

A, Hicks of Ontario.
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PARKER'S GINGER "TONIC
1f you are wasting away with Consumption, Age,
or any disease or weakness, you will find the Tonica
Highly Invigorating Medicine that Never Intoxicates
None genuine without signature of Hiscox & Co.

§

50c. & $1 sizes at dealers in drugs. Large Saving Buying$1 Size.

the

to do

CHOICEST
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grains, all impurities

White: Wheat
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Barley Food.
removed.
Being
steam cooked |
Yellow Maize.
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ly dried. can be-prepared.
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se
in ten minutes. For Ele by all Grocers.
Be sure to ask your Grocer for
A. B. €. Brand onl;
THE CEREALS'M'F'G CO., Office 83Mumay St.,
York,

Tilden, Lebanon,

_ MOLLER'Su1thy

[*

testify to its delicacy of
tasteand smell. For sale by

Druggists.
W.B.Schieffelin&Co( 75/3 nies)Mh ¥o

A ROX OF DR. WARREN'S
WILD CHERRY
AND
SARSAPARILLA TROCHES sent 10 any address on receipt of 25 cents by the AMERICAN MEDICINE
CO.
Manchester, N. H.
]
Geo. C Goodwin & Co., Bostan, General Agents.
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Piano Co.

iE

7 Washington St., Boston.

Price— (JUST OUT)—50 Cents.
A new book of Sacred or, * Gospel Songs” for
Male voices, by L. O. EMERSON." It is a very
comprehensive, finely edited and arramged book,
wilh 91 good pieces, and 113 large Pages. Fe mi
sic
is easy

of

compass, in no way difficalt—

satisfying book.

P

Yoay

for Autograph

2850 spicy
all for 156c.,
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Peters’
Eclectic Piano Instructor.
($3.25). Has heen used by hundreds of thousahds.
fF]

.

of learners,

-

A great success.

. ki

American
Glee Book. wus: iv»:
(#150).

$93

th, $2.50. A very handsome holiday edition in
oloth, gilt, $3.25.
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HALE VOICE CHOIR!
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lowest cash and fastalt

Cluster of Song,
Board

invisible.
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MUSIC BOOKS
THE HOLIDAYS.

With piano accompaniment,
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Tueht prices. Address Ivers &Pond

CO.

JUDD

Broadway, New
‘FOR

position,

Exposures

Full particulars are given in a specimen copy, and
an elegant 40 page premium list, both of which are
mailed free to canvassers, Send address to

761

in

he Ivers & Pond Pianos are the
Warranted for five years. Sold on

CANVASSERS &oi¥
ORANGE

en»

All Conversation and even whispers heard distinctly. We refer to those using
m,
Send fordescriptive circular with testimonials. Address
H.P.K. PECK & C0., 8568 Broadway, New York

are worth many times the cost.
—TRY it for 1882 and you will
not be disappointed.
Tour
81,503
S:
TE
|]
Copies $5. Single copies 15 cts
(One Specimen 10 cents.)

MONEY

y

Dr. Peck’s Artiizial-Ear Drums

PERFECTLY RESTOIE THE HEARING
and perform the wexk of the Natural Drum.

[Vol. 41 will be vastly superior
‘to any of the previous 40 Valumes, and so full of most Useful Things (besides 1,000 En«gravings) thatit will certainly
PAY every one ‘for its Smail
Cost (not halfa cent a day!).. .

EY

No. 112 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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Stainer and Barrett's Dictionary

READINGS. of Musical Terms, Rei
National Mymn and Tune Book.
reence.

Gems of Sacred Music (not hymns) arranged in
an attractive, tasteful manner, as solos for the pi.
ano-forte, by Albert W., Berg, from the best ancient and modern masters.
Novel In design. and
useful and attractive in contents. Price, in boards,
$1.50; cloth, $3.00.

(40 ct.)

Published by WM.

A.

thei
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best
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for opening

,
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Method
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lor_Organ_ Johnson.
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and thorough.

| OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.
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Established 1834.
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1 t50
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by Grocers everywhere,
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§

Mechan-

and all who are miserable

* Found them to have an immediate effect in relieving irritation of the throat.”"—[Rev, Albert Watson,
Pastor Cong’l Church, Hampstead, N. H.
“I have found them superior to anything I ever
used for clearing and Jubricating the vocal organs, at
the same time have a genial influence, upon the ptomach.”—[Rev. Isaae C. W hite, Newmarket, N, H.
* I bave tried Dr. Warren’s Wild Cherry and Sarsaarilla Troches.and find that they relieve
bronchial
rritation
quicker and more effectuilly
than any
troches I
e ever used.”—[ Rev, G. M. Rice, Milford,

Union Square, New York City.

&

an

ssl Rostores color
& prevents baldness.

ics, &c., who are tired

Ur

Troches

price.
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paid. PATTEN

think

coffee,”

stimulating
do better

We

both
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Testimony of N'. Hl. Clergymen.

Those people who, like Swedenborg, are apt to see visions *‘ after
and

|

Chicago, iil,

A

PARRIR’S
HAIR

An unique and charming, collection of lovel
gongs for children. The Words and Music are all.
original, and the entire contents simple, refined
and child-like. By Wade Whipple.
ards 76
cents ; cloth, $1.

Baker's: Chocolate,

3.40
3.00

Eggleston Truss Co.,

A new collection of the choicest songs of the day,
both standard and popular, by the best authors.

For Breakfast,
Dinner and Tea,

1.40
230

the Herniais held securelyday and
night, and a radical cure'certain. I is easy, durable and ches; pe Bont ¢ mail, - Circulars.

For all Diseases of the Mucous Mem
brane and the Respiratory Organs, and
to
purify
the Blood.—An
unfailing
remedy for Coughs, Colds, Sore ‘Throat,
Bronchitis, Catarrhal Aflections, Consumption, and
all Lung Diseases.—A
Blood Purifier and Nervine.

Geich-

To Advertisers.

3.50

Send-

Of Universal Knowledge.

TROCHES!

dalis-

Brooks—Hurd.—Dec. 25, by the same, Mr.
Alonzo J. Brooks and Abbie G. Hurd, both of A.
Hammond-Chaddock
—At Alexander. N.
Y. Jan. 18, by Rev. K. Crowell, Mr. H.J. Ham.
of Kalamazoo,

everywhere.

&: CO,, Publishers, N, Y. City.

WILD CREAT AND SARGAPARILA

the same, | Jan.

17, by Rey. 0. J. Pettigrew, Mr. Frank W.
ell und Miss Lawria Varney, botn of A.

mond

Spld

showing its wonder
Chemist,14 Central
1y26vow
Sent by Express.

Wharf, Boston.

WARREN'S

MON

M.

is hereby given that no advertisements
admitted to the columns of this paper of
whose
pure and truthful
character
satis
factory evidence is not given, and that if any
time it shall Appear that the managers have been
deceived as to
the character of an admitted advertisement, they willat once proceed to expose its
real character to the public,

1.00

DR.

eph F. Rogers and
Westport, Mass.

Getchell-Varney.—In
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pamphlets, free,
H. PD. FOWLE,

The
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Wanted,

Athington—Sowle.—By the same, Dec. 26,
Mr. Edward Athington and Miss Carrie E. Sowle,
both of Little Compton.
Rogers—Ball.—Ry the game, Jun. 4, Mr. JosMiss
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.money’'s

and
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E. N. WRIGHT, } Com.
the doctors they have ever tried, - See other
E. Ni. FERNALD, F. S:¢'y.
J.P, HEWES,
«column.

in Tenn. “are too dilatory.” He says that the
‘church will meet regularly, whether Bro. H.

Massi, and Miss Alice

groomis the youngest

officiating firgynian .
Neal—-Getchell.—Nov. 5, by Rev. F.C.

B. parsonage, Lincoln, N., Y. Nov. 29,

|

of Mr.

R. Fraoklin,

Chaddock of Alexander.
Mersereau-James.—At West Betheny, N.
Y., Jan. 1%; by Rev. k. Crowell, Mr, C. F. Mer-
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bury, both of Tiverton.
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formerly
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Buxton.
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ad immediate relier.”—[Rev.N. F.

Jan. 25, at the res-

Rev.

BLOOD.

for 32 Page
ful cures.

once.
1 gavesome (0 one of my parishioners whose
throat was troubling her, and they afforded her great

Mio.
olomon B. Cloudman and Miss Maria E.
‘vet.
both of Gorham, Me.
i
fin*nfather—Shaw.—In West Stephentown,
Jap. 17, by Rev. I. B. Coleman, Mr. John H
riather and Migs’Lilly A. Shaw both of Lanesgh, Mass,
v »>gin—Freeze.—In Tilton, N. H., Jan. 20,

both of Tiverton.
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14.00
36.10
12.86
3.04
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by
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I féund them very efficacious in relieving throat

Fish-Bateman.—By the same, Nov. 14, Mr.
Frank I. Fish and Miss Josephine C. Bateman,

14.00

Lebanon &

.—At

Estes, Jan. 21,

ih

NPL

in the worst cases of LEPROSY, SCROFULA..
PSORIASIS,
CANCER,
ECZEMA,
SALT
RHEUM; RHEUMATISM,
KIDNEYS, DYSPEPSIA, CATARRH, and all diseases of she SKIN and

without them,”—[Mrs. 8. W. Adams, wife of the late
Rev. J. F. Adams of Greenland, N. H.
“I have used inthe last »ix weeks seven boxes of
Brown’s Troches, but they have failed to help me. I
received the box you sent me on Saturday and began
to use them at once, and am happy to say that I am
very much velieved.”— [Rev. George W. Pierce, East
Rochester, N. H.
‘
“1 was suffering from » cough occasioned by a rnold
atthe time I received them, and they
helped me at

Loud of Andover, Mass.,

rudman—

TT

CURE for all the worst forms of PILES, 2 to 4 do.
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difficulty and lung trouble.

"@ of the bride's fathas. hy Revs FH. I. MANSY,
:H.
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very BEST we have ever used.”—[Rev, J. 8S. Bacheler,
Stratham, N. H.
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Write for Circulars to
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Dea E Hodge €artland Sta Iil
Revd R Bowker Rockland Me

Union,
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:
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“I have used a box of Dr. Warren’s Troches with
much satisfaction and benefit, They are the best I
ever used.”—[Rev. B. T. Sanborn, Fremont, N. H.
* Please send me another box of Warren’s Troches.
They are grand. Never saw anything like them before.”—[Rev. W, 8, Packard, Madison, N. H.
“I have used a trial box ot Dr. Warren’s Wild Chervy and Sarsaparilla Trochee with very great benefit to
myself.” [Rev. J. H. Brown, Pastor M. E. Church,
Stark, N. H.

Lake—Brown.—By Rev. W. A. Nealy, Nov.
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Quarterly Meeting Notices.
Waupun (Wie.)with the Waupun church, Feb.
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J P. HEWES, Clerk.
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same. Thereafter one-tenth of the allowance
or
earnings of each ome
was deposited in an iron bank at the
Mite Box, from which the society took its

name. At the next meeting, the society
| was regularly organized and officers
chosen.

I would not take your little negative
Delights; I have no petty fear of death:
Life is not worth the living, if to live
Means just to draw the breath.

“Carlotta Perry, in Lippincott’'s Magazine.
o-

A. PRESTON.

¢ Mamma,” said Harley Ford, a bright,

boy

of some

ten years

of

age, ‘‘ we had company in school to-day,
teacher’s cousin from India, and he told
us about the schools there, and the heath-

en children. The girls in our schools
are goingto form a missionary society
and pay for one little girl going to the
mission school; and they say the boys
shan’t join it.”
“Do the boys want to join?” asked
to

gain

time,

for

she

saw

plainly what was coming.
“Ido. I don’t know about the others,
for I haven't asked them.
Mamma, the

girls are

going

to earn

making fancy work;

the

they

money

are

by

going

to

have a table at the next sociable.”
*¢ And you want mamma to plan something that will answer the same purpose
for you? 1 think Ican. You bring all
the boys here who want one as much as
you do, and I will be ready for you tomorrow after school.”
*¢ Thank you, mamma. I was sure you
would,” and Harley ran off to play.
The

next

afternoon

Mrs.

Ford,

after

many hours’ study as she went about her
work, arranged the pretty sitting-room
for her expected company. They were
there promptly, Harley taking the lead,
and after him came, from the large public school he attended, twenty or thirty
boys of various sizes—boys wide-awake

and full of fun, yet now roused to a high
pitch of enthusiasm by their'talk with the

a

Sag

A

-

]
(4

missionary and Harley's picture of the
grand plans * mamma”, was making.
Mrs Ford was quite surprised too see so
many ; yet she welcomed them cordially.
“ Well, boys,” she said as they all
looked expectantly at her.
“I must
know first what you want. Is it justa
new

amusement,

undertaken

to

outdo

the girls, or do you want it to be per‘manent?
If you would not tire of it we
could accomplish considerable.”

Of course all wanted it to be perma-

nent.

But Mrs. Ford well knew that to

be successful they must have higher motives than

now

‘actuated them.

to contribute, for they wantedto do it all

themselves.
.
:
About two months after that first meeting at Mrs.

Ford's, which

She did

not hesitate, however, as she thought
that a little good might be accomplished

and the way opened fora higher, better

we

have

dis-

cribed, a notice appeared in the paper.
The editor -had offered to insert it free
of charge, for his own boys were memnbers of the H. F. M. S. (Harley Ford’s
Mite Society),

No doubt my feet shall tread the valley’s ways,
My eyes shall dwell on lesser, lower sights;
But, ah! they cannot rob me—those drear
days—
Of this day on the hights.

'WILLAMETTA

The girls’ fair came off before the store
was ready to be opened, for the store was
to be a permanent affair ; and they wanted

| a large stock on hand. No one was asked

Give me the gorgeous skies, the sweet per
fume
r
2
;
Of flowers,
ay, all
the royal summer’s
charms,
Though I must see her, robbed of all- her
bloom,
Die in the winter's arms.

>

store, which they called Harley Ford's

as they

called

it.

It an-

nounced that the new store of the H. F.
M. S., to be known as the Variety Store,
would be opened for the first time Satur-

day afternoon at three o’clock.
All worked with a will that week, for
there was much to be done and but little
time to do it in. But at the appointed

hour on New Year's day all was ready.
There was quite a crowd at the opening, of children especially, although the
parents of each one of the members came
in sometime in the course of the afternoon.
Over the door was the sign, in fancy lettering, which all looked upon with pride.

a real counter, well filled with * the first
fruits of our

industry,”

said;

a one-cent

the

smallest

Carrol

counter,

boy

of

in

Harvey

charge

all

of

containing

Mrs. Ford, who was by ananimous

wish their director, tried to make every
point tell. The store and everything connected with it was conducted on regular
business principles, Then the society
had its monthly meetings, the religious
exercises, of which were,

after

a little,

conducted by the boys themselves. They
had readings from missionary papers and
magazines ; and each month one of them
prepared and read a paper upen some one
country about: which-they were studying.
The discipline and information thus gained

were of great benefit.

At the close of the

year they found that they had fifty dollars
clear gain from the store, and nearly as
much more from the *‘ mite box.” Several new members had joined the society

and they fully intended it should be a
permanent affair.
«Mamma,

5

the girls say

they

want

to

join our society,” said Harley one night.
*¢ What has become of their own?” asked Mrs. Ford.
Oh, it 18 nowhere! They have had two
fairs, but have only thirty-five dollars ‘for
the whole year. They want to help work
for the store too. But the monthly meet-

had a regular allowance, Only six. Then

ings here are the greatest attraction.”
* Are you going to admit them,” she

how many of the others could earn a dol-

asked, ¢* or will you refuse as they did?”

lar or 80 a month. Nearly all were willing to promise that.
er

“1 guess we will admit them, mamma,

work.

So she asked how many of them

Meantime she had found by skillful
‘questionings, what she had before surmised , that the girls’ fair, for that was

the form which it had taken, seemed

‘very attractive,

and that there would

be

a feeling of disappointment if she did not
Propose something equally attractive.
_ “Fairs are for girls, I know, mamma,”

as long as they asked; we all pity them

him; he lies too low, they all fly ‘above

him.

I

l

There are habits of speech also, such as

beginning every speech with ¢ you see,”

This edition should be speedily exhausted,

or “you know,” ¢ now-a,”
care,” ‘tell yo what,” ¢ tell

sooner because the present International S. 8.
lessons are drawn from thé book of Mark. ‘The
typographieal appearance of the volume Isa
delight to the eye. We heartily commend it

so she
porch,

went

I

down-stairs,

tease

out

on

‘I don’t
ye now;”

indistinct utterance, sharp, nasal tones;
avoid them all. Stop and think what
you are going to say, and then let every
word drop from your lips just as perfect
as a new silver coin. Have a care about
your way of sitting and standing and
walking. Before you know it you will
find that your habits have hardened into
a cout of mail that you cannot get rid of
without a terrible effort.— Christian In-

the

It had been such a long, hard day. Tomorrow would be just like ii; the day
after, the same. Everything had gone dex.
a
hh.
—
.
wrong.
She wondered vaguely how old
Could
she
go
on
1
The
only,liberty
that
is
valuable
is
a
she should live to be.
i
berty
connected
with
order,
that
not
and on like this until she was seventy| five or eighty? Everything had gone only exists along with order and virtue,
wrong all day long. Mother had had a but which cannot exist at all without
‘sick headache, the baby was teething and them. It inheres in good and steady
fretting incesSantly. Angie had torn her governmentas in its substance and vital
dress, a miserable three-cornered tear, as principle.— Burke.
though Rue had not enough to do without

having to stop

to mend

that.

As for

ENIGMATIO GEMS.

Dick, what had he not done!

And the fall term of the Academy commenced to-day. That was enough in itself. Nobody knew how Rue wanted to

go; but how could she?

Rue often wondered if unfortu-

nate families were not always large ! Her
mother was not very strong,—she

could

No.

|.

*

notice

ad-

10,

*

wa

DALES.

right band

an important city of France.

Diagonally from upper right hand to lower
left hand, an important city of Afghanistan.
Middle column from bottom to top, a town
in the southern part of Spain.
Middle row from left to right exclusive of
first letter, a range of mountains between two
grand divisions.
A
Second and fourth rows, also second column composed of vowels.

her

CousIN

MOLLIE.

LETTER

gently

‘‘do

you

ARITHMETIC.
No.

, . .

(Change to figures, then write the letters
their numerical order.)
PNDJ]TOME([OT
RLA
;

in

My
My
My
My
My

ENIGMA.

first is in sharp but not in dull;
second is in heart but not in skull;
third is in paint but not in oil;
fourth is in saint but not in coil;
fifth is in came but not in slow ;

.

|

after things.

and

ay

look

teu)

But mamma said, no,—she

hard.

You

know

i

you

s

how

:
it is

the

ur parents.
sometimes causes

3,22

19, 16 is used at the seashore.

2,29,
10,91,
26, 6
1 1X:
ole is

hard thing to dof”
.
;
« O father,” said Rue, sharply, ‘‘ Iknow Ly
she trusted, and—.” But all at'once Rue’
her father meant.
«Don’t you think ‘perhaps

Am

y 83,89, 42 was an ancient building,

sh. 3

stopped ; it began to dawn upon her what

PEL

ii 4,17, 8, 89, 32, 5 is a good place to go.

very tired you would be every night.’
Didn't you ever think she could galt.
you, or she would not give

Hag

38 is what we should be.
22,36, 9 is Greek money.
is a metal,
2 is a kind of pastry,
oneof Rothscbild’s maxims.

.

CLARA A. MORRISON.

CONUNDRUM.

|

No. 14,

!

What sweetmeats did Noah take with him
into the ark?
|
’
0

same with God, that he gives us the hard
places in trust;—just as the general puts
his best. men

on

most

dangerous

posts?
. ++ father, you don't really

adi
think so,

do you?™

the

Loi

L60

“ Indeed 1 do, my daughter. Nothing
comes by chance. : Everything—even
the
most trifling incident—has'its placein the
plan of our lives; aud for someof us God

plans hard things. Shall - we disappoint
our leader or shall we prove equal to the

«If he’s trusting me I'll do my best,” |

she said solemnly.
“ And remember,
Lo

little daughter,
:
.

no

of Rocksint Patapsco

and

meaner

things.

in speech

and

fine frontispiece portrait of George W.
author of * Old Creole
Grandissimes,” engraved

and

1. A consonagt.”

2.

A trap

«

3.
4.
5.

Pertaining
to the nose.
i
Long looked by for the Jews.
To sully or taruish.
$

6.
7.

The common abbreviation of latitude.
Is a consonant.
;

:

O. B. CHENEY HIGGINS,

(Answers in two weeks J

Can trace. put
2, through

fuiliaf things, and
lowly guise.
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cents. Traveler's
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Publishing

Farman, Editor.

the past year will be found

faithfully

pages, compresses,

so

value to the banker,

much

the
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information

business

man,

appearance.

pictures by George

D. Brush,~* The

Round Stone,” a Hungarian Folk-story, con.
tributed by the Hom, Jeremiah Curtin, and
strikingly illustrated by Alfred Brennan,—

are Moved About”

is the ‘title of an enter-

taining afticiecn she first of the two.
Mrs.
Dodgeythe Editor, continues her serial, “ Don,
#ld
and
Dorothy;” and Edward
Kggleston ‘‘ The Hoosier School-boy.” Dr. Eggleston

also describes, in a short article; “ A curious
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politician, and the intelligent student. of the

public life of the country in its relations to
other countries, as the 7'ribune Almanac.
It will be sent postpaid onthe receipt of 2
cents. Address THE TRIBUNE, New York.

contain a number of live and suggestive arti.
opens

Se 8

of

the

A compilation of Hymns and Tunes covering
the International Lessons for 1882. We like its

St. Nicholas

hy AF TH

portray-

ed in it. It issufe to say that there Is no publication which, within the compass of 100

paper on *“ The Phidian_Age of Sculpture ?—
and it will be seen that the number contains

February

TENS

large classes for whom especially it is prepared.

The political conditions of the country during

Cable,

story of the adventures of & Mexican prince,
illustrated
with
a beautiful frontispiece,
Other short stories are—‘‘The Man in the
Moon,” a tale full of humor, by Sophie Swett,

LC

for 1882, is replete
The Tribune Almanac
with information of interest and value to the

Henry

N.Y.

Le

D. Lothrop & Co., Boston,

Publishers.

Days” and
The
by
Cole, with a

Century Company, Union Square,

a atady

Co., 30

The Wide Awake for February comes bringing brightness and beauty to our table.
We
are children again as with absorbed attention
The prospectus for 1882
we turn is8“pages.
shows that the editors and publishers of this
now famous periodical mean to rise on the
stepping stones of their past selves to yet
higher things. They deserve the fullest encouragement from an appreciative public, The
third prize frontispiece given in this number is
It is entitled ‘The King is dead!
agem.
Long live the King!”
The whole number is
finely illustrated, there being no less than six
Only $2.50 a year. Ella
full-page drawings.

Elihu

The departments

et

Some such periodical as this should

The Literary News, A Monthly Journal
of Current Literature. January, 1882. Subscription,60 cents per year, F. Leypoldt, 13
13 Park Row, N. Y,
:
3
:
Hymn Service No. 8, for the Sunday Sehool.

rare elements of popularity.

Te,

this

Practiof our

be in every house. We know not why a wide
preference may not be given to this.
Subscription, $2.00 per year; single copies, 10

and

ba
b———
ANSWERS.
“ Cornwallis’ Buckles,” an incident of Revo=
5. Bible.
,
”
;
.
6. 1. Spurge, purge, urge.
2.- Cleave, lutionary times, and *‘ Lady Aun’s Valentine,”
leave. 3. Esuape, scape, cape, wn
Sta- # tale full of interest and tender feeling, by Sarle, table, able, b
y FAEp, ASPs
gent Flint, with a fine picture byFrank T. Merbigs Theres Basu all arogtnd ‘our paths, if rill. *Men-and-Animal-Shows,and How They

but gor watchful eyes

Notes.

rections; a review of * Significant Features of
the Atlanta Exposition,” by Edward Atkinson,
Esq,, who, we believe, was the prime mover
in toat enterprise; and a beautifully illustrated

The

to catch fish or fowl,

Health.

readers.

This

and amusing *‘ Tile Club? papers, illustrated
by ten of the members of the Club; the text
(somewhat abridged) of Mrs. Burnett's play of
*¢ Bsmeralda;” an illustrated account of the
growing sport of Lawn Tennis, with full di-

Liters

'

excellent semi-monthly Scientific and
cal Review to the favorable attention

After the cov-

conduct,

and

RA

lies before

artist, Mr.

Table,

Popular Miscellany,
D. Appleton & Co.

3

Var.

The expressive and kindly face of the late
Prof. John W. Draper,M. D.,LL: D., looks upon
usfrom the cover of the last number of Food

NOTICES.

of the well-known

Tog

eties; Correspondence, Editor's

book—uninspired, as we say—is surer of a
place in the everlasting remembrance of man”
kind.

which

SHRA

SMa

Bor Hed,

ry Notices,
New York:

Vibration

Valley, by Frederic Gar-

.

28

sketch by Col. Waring; another of the unique

‘could trust me; and I was proud enough!”

« Bat it was

.
28, 29, 28, 87,

Centu-

Matter, by A. E. Outerbridge, Jr.;

W. Longfellow,
the late Dean Stanley, Mrs.
Burnett, Mr. Howells,
Frank R. Stockton,
“ H. H.”, E.C. Stedman, H.C. Bunner, each
of whom has his special audience, Add to
these attractive names the other features: a

said mamma ought to have Miss Pepper
or some one come here to stay

all smaller

temperance

keep house and take care of Tom, Angie,
and Will,—do you remember ?”
«1 guess I do,” laughed Rue. ‘Didnt
I feel proud! for you know everybody

stroy

which it adorns lies before us.

X's

by Dr.

Botanist of the Ninth

ry, by C. Hartwich; Wild Animals as Man's
Associates, by Prof. E. S. Morse; The Philadelphia Academy, by J. S. Kingsley; A Little

er, this first * midwinter issue ” of this splendid magazine is chiefly distinguished by its
unusual range of popular contributors. Of these
are Ralph Waldo Emerson,
whose paper,
¢ The Superlative,” is an incisive plea for

is a city inthe South.
*

sub:

The Furidament-

al Problems of Physiological Chemistry,

E. Drechsel; A

Vedder.
The first one givento the public is
the February or Midwinter design. The number

My eighth is in blouse but not in nice;
My ninth is in hand but not in mouth;
whole

vice, by Prof. J. Trowbridge;

prior of the Mouut of St. Agnes will multiply
with the flight of years. It has been “translated into all languages in which books are printed and read.”
It is one of the works that will
be upborne into that far future of Christ's per.
fect reign foretold by the prophets; by the
very tides that shall submerge snd utterly de-

work

My seventh is in mouse but not in mice;

My

of the

It

lems,by Emil Du Boié Reymond; How Animals
Brétithe, I.byH. L. Fairchild; Dreams and the
Making of Dreams, by J. Mortimer Granville,
M. D.; Sdnitary Relationsof the Sell, -11., by
Dr. M. Von Pettenkofer; Longevity of the
Oyster, by Prof. Samuel Lockwood ; A Glimpse
through the Corridors of Time, by Robert 8S.
Ball, LL. D, F. R. S.; Epidemic Convulsions,
by David Yandell ; Extension of the Civil Ser-

The
Century is te have five covers, or,
rather, one general design and four variations
—one each for the special issues, November,
February, May
and August.
They are the

My sixth is in come but not in go;

re-

Editions of this immortal work

Notes;

gives us the following: The Seven World-Prob-

anda

Our

Literary

Miscellany. E. R. Pek
New York. Terms, §
45 cents; trial subscrip$1.

The Popular Science Monthly for February

The

it unto

Foreign

presents an unusually full table of contents.

Father's House?
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FESTUS.

member when you were a little girl how
your mother left you for a whole week to

language, needs the soul to guide

* Social
* Three

Subscription,
only $1.00 per year.. Estes and

than

Inst

at

Lauriat, publishers, Boston.

seems

us despite the verbal error on the cover
back? The title page is correct.
RARE
SL
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No. 12,
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thai

horromdne

Notices;

glory t ere romy, and what more, in the form of eae

This is a beautiful edition
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CROSS-WORD
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Day

* The First Lesson,” in colors.
From beginning to end it is filled with matter that cannot
fail to interest the young.
Many of the engravings fill the whole page snd are full of life.

De Imitatione ranks with the Confessions of
Augustine, and Taylor's
Holy Living and
Holy Dying—the three being, for religious reflection and spiritual
searchings, the most
remarkable
books in the literature of the
world.
Add to these the Pilgrim's Progress
and the Thoughts of Pascal; place them next
after the Bible, or round about it—this the cen-.
tral sun

“ A

We have received a copy of the first number

Christi was written by a Protestant or by a

work

of * The First

of the Original English Chatterbox, January
1882. It is adorned by a beautiful frontispiece,

tions and.of diverse classes have spoken it. No.

11.

PD

R.

would be too high praise for g, single voice to
utter; but the highest souls of many genera-

:
asked,

Literary

Science and Art, and
ton, 25 Bond Street,
per year; single copy,
tion for three months,

little dif-

Thomas & Kempjs has been dead more

the

Burdens,” by H. Somerset; ‘‘ The Adventures
of aWar Correspondent”; # Christmas Song”;

Roman Catholic before or since the Reformation. The spirit of such a work is the essential spirit of pure devotion and angelic holiness. We ask not, we caré not, from what
particular
ecclesiastical
environment
it
arose
like
incense into
the
heavens
of
faith, hepe and love; we would as soon, witnessing ‘with rapture
the
gorgeous cloudpalaces of dawn or eve, pause to make groveling inquiry concerning the particular seas, or
rivers, or stagnant marshes, whence proceeded
the subtile exhalations out of which the celestial structures were built.
;
four hundred years, but his great

author

Fitzgerald; “ A Self-Help Society ;”
Plagues—Jabber,” by Frof. Nichol;

Imitatione

likely to live while the world shall last.

Left hand column from top to bottom, a
ountain in France.
Diagonally from upper left hand to lower

and tenderly. Rue was the child of his
heart.
¢¢ O father, it isn’t anything, it's every-

« Rue,” said her father,

Star

and

| Lower row from left to right, one of the

father’s step, as he came up the walk and
sat down beside her.
« What is it, Rue?” he

°

Gems,”

Upper row from left to right, one of the
ost important cities on the Danube.
hand column from top to bottom, a
| diss
wn of
Hungary.
Fr

in the gathering
she in her own

thoughts that she did not

Eulgmatic

GEOGRAPHICAL PUZZLE.

heart, and instead of fitting herself for a
teacher, must stay at home,—help about
the house, and the care of the children.
Rue’s face grew very bitter as she thought

So buried was

* For

dressed to W, H, Eastman, Auburn, Me.)

not do the work alone,-anyway. So Rue
must give up the darling purpose of her

dusk.

by marked

Her father was

unfortunate in business,—somehow he always had been,—and always would be,
Rue supposed. There was a large family
of them.

©

(Everything relating to this department of the
should

It makes

des. Feuilles,” from

the British Museum Reading-Room,” by Percy

As thought is deeper, broader and higher
than speech; so the religious
instinct, and
religious aspirations, -underlie, exceed
and

transcend religious forms.

Chute

by Jessie Fothergill,

OF THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. Four Books.

ference whether such a book as De

“ La

Violin,” chapters xxxiv.-xxxix.;

the

James

Baker; “ The ¢ Eccentricities’ of the

French of Millevoye ; “ Kith and Kin,” a novel, -

to all our readers.

By Thomas & Kempis.
Boston:
Osgood & Co. Price $2.00.

Bartor

Rich”;

RPE

ee

Goethe”;

a

but we are speaking only of these little
things that are annoying when they are

hard

assurance,—‘‘if

for being girls and missing so many
good times, and we shall be glad to grat- ‘trust? Can we not be glad that he thinks
us capable of the hard places?” ~Rue’s
ity them,”
°
i
eyes filled with tears: But over*her face
+005
Troy
A humble-minded man may have many there crept a bright smile.
arrows shot at him, but none will stickin

much worse things than these, to be sure;

value alike to scholars and to the average student ef the Bible and Sunday-school worker, no
other commentary on 'Mark can be obtained
that Is likely to be so satisfactory.
Morison’s
works have heretofore been held in this country at a high price. This volume, formerly
marked at $7.50, can now be obtained for $3.00.

enough, you'll be glad to. Now I want
to hear about Joseph.” There was plainly nothing to be done about meeting. Rue
went through her list without further remark ; she might as well be telling
stories as anything else, she thought.
But by-and-by even Dick could hold out
no longer. Rue was free to go if she
pleased ; but it was too late for meeting,

serene

willow whistles and other things of like
value. There were puzzles, games, any- ‘thing,” she said, trying hard not to let
thing and everything that a boy’s ingenu- the tears come. Poor father! he grieved
over his unfortunateness so much for the
ity could devise.
Harley had kept his promise about the others’ sake. But she need not have tried
candy counter, and the children found it so hard.
:
«I know,” he said. “I wish you could
the principal attraction. There was a
good assortment of pop-corn balls, cara- have gone to the Academy, Rue.” Rue
mels, chocolate drops, molasses candy,
broke down utterly then.
« I tried not to mind it,” she sobbed,
and many other kinds that can be easily
made. It was a success, this store; and « but it is so hard’to give it up, and I
through the whole year, it was an unfail- hate housework so! I don’t believe God
loves us,—me at any rate,—or he woulding source of pleasure to the boys.
Nor was that all that came of the H. F. n’t make it so hard.”
3

M.S.

There are

persisted in.

“Oh, yes, you will,” replied Dick, with

—“The Variety Store of the H. F. M. 8.” it all over, out there
Within all was bustle and importance.
The small room was tastefully trimmed
with evergreens and mottoes. There was

sometimes.

TE
I

joy that has just come to me,
my life with glory and with grace,
leaving but the agony
its dear place,

tricks

*‘ George Colman, Eider and Younger,” by H,

TT on

but they willingly promised to do the

Departed bird and rose.

Ford,

said,

MINE.

The brightness of the day?

Mrs.

she

into such

Adler; “Words of Wisdom from

matter,and downright helpfulness and practical

are wr

— The Presbyterian.

But yesterday the flowers and birds were here,
To-day I watch the whirling, drifting snows;
Nor am I saddened, thinking of the dear

wide-awake

time,”

‘‘ but since you ask about it, I will explain now.” Taking her Bible,
she
gave them an account of the tithes offerings. It was a new idea to most of them,

And that ’twere better to forego the bliss,
And so be spared the loss. I teil you nay:
Because the night is coming, must I miss

BY

next

ing to say, but I am afraid even girls fall

Scientific Evidetice of Organic Evolution,” by

George J. Romanes; *“ Gossip of an Old Book..
worm,” by W. J. Thoms; “Of Mistakes: A
Consolatory Essay,” by A. K. H. B.; * Coup.
try Life in Italy?’ Part IL; * Dangers from
Comets,” by
A. Proctor; * Recent
Phases of Judmophobia,” by Dr. Hermsny

aC

say the
crown
perish,
loss in

until

you do as I want you to to-night.”

varied and interesting tableof contents: “Ppe

re

You
To
Will
- Of

‘what

acquainted with

rey. Ap

leave that

0-000

ALWAYS

go,

The Eclectic for February has the following

mendation of this work. So far as we have been’

able to examine and become

ung

Stupid Readers, Spectator; and the nsw]
amount of select poetry. Littell & Co., Boston,

dv

z

to

“ Pleasantness,” and Bad Handwriting

Aa

=

about

shall we do with that dollar a month we
promised to earn?” ‘I was going to

on this side of the
heard any work of
emphatic and unas are used in com-

mouth, biting the nails, continually pick- ‘it, we feel prepared to say that the praise
seems amply merited.
ing at something, twirling a key or ‘bestowed upon it
fumbling at a chain, drumming. with the ‘Waiving all differences of opinion as to the
fingers, screwing and twisting a chair, precise interpretation of some pesssages, we
feel convinced that for breadth and thoroughor whatever you lay your: hands on. ness
of scholarship, excellence of spirit, simDon’t do any of these things. Learn to plicity yet vigor of style, clearness of statesit quietly, like a gentleman, I was go- ment, absence of all unnecessary or irrelevant

3 OE
Ln

boys, as they were

My weary head is laid at rest,
In speechless ecstasy;
Until it seemeth all in vain
That care, fatigue, or mortal pain
Should hope to drive me forth again
From such felicity!

the

Bible students in general
Atlantic.- We have seldom
the kind spoken of in such
qualified terms of approval

Ter ATT mally

_| had a saw and promised a large supply
“Dick,” she said, persuasively, ¢ isn’t
That turneth duties into joys,
of brackets and other ornaments. One’ this enough for to-night? If you will be
And giveth inner rest.
would make boats, another kites; one a good boy and go to sleep without any
These secret things, however small,
whistles, another dolls’ furniture. At more, I'll let you make candy to-morrow,
Are known to Jesus, each and all,
:
last all were satisfied except—
—will you?”
And this thought brings me peace.
‘ Mamma,” said Harley, ¢* what am I
«I'll think about the candy to-morrow,”
I
do not need to say one word,
todo?
You forgot
1fi®; didn't you? Oh! said Dick, calmly. ** Maybe ‘I shan't
He knows what thoughts my heart hath stirred;
Lknow;I will take care of the candy want any; if Ido, I'll let you know,—
~ And by divine caress my Lord
counter.”
now let's go on.”
;
ork
Makes all the throbbings cease.
* But, Mrs. Ford,” said one of the older
|
But
I
shall
not
let
you
make
it
unless
And then upon its loving breast
The yearning for that subtile poise

winking, ‘twisting

arrangement whereby this most excellent commentary is brought within the easy reach of

170

like scowling,

Chambers’ Journal; The Adventures of a War

IPL

nearly

Correspondent, Blackwood's Magazine: Rob..
in, by Mrs, Parr, author of “Adam agg
Eve,” ete., Temple Bar; A Gracious Plough.
ing, St. James Gazette; The Constituents of

out an

ET

motest sign of closing, and she had only
gotten as far as Goliah.
+

were bright, smart boys, and

Hoyt, Fogg and Denham deserve

Messrs.

much credit for effecting and carrying

0

all

had something they liked to do. One
made baskets like the Indians, another

They

Yule Time in Shetland by an old Shetlande

Fy

smoth-

Portland: Hoyt,
Fogg & Donham.
pp. 481. Price $3.00, post-paid.

A

Rue

ered a sigh as sife commenced on Moses,

more moderately. Seven o’clock—quarter past! Dick’s eyes showed not the re-

There was a chorus of answers.

The failure of some household scheme,
The ending of some pleasant dream ,
Deep hidden in my breast;
The weariness of children’s noise,

time

Dean Stanley as a Spiritual

Teacher and Theologian, Nineteenth Century;

TES

‘em when you talk so fast.”

some

etc., Temple Bar;

Gospel

TEE

want

What can you do?”

the

James Morison,

By

Scoring to St. Mark.

D.D.
1882.

on

rT

at present, for we shall

COMMENTARY

I

rigible youth, as she commenced the first
“Ican't ’preciate

which people take up, come at first from
mere accident, or want ot thought. They
might easily be dropped, but they are
persisted in until they become a second
nature. Stop and think before you allow
yourself to form them.
:
There are disagreeable habits of body,

| Mrs. Alexander, author of “ The Wooing Ot,
A PRACTICAL

TT

We can’t open it one on her list rapidly.

habits

has the following table of contents: A
e of Diploratic Histery, by C. Blennerhag:ore, Fortnightly Review; The Freres, by

er

something and put in.

disagreeable

The Living Age for the week ending Jan.

a SR

Then, for goods to sell, let each one make

the

21,

oid Ah

¢ You tell ’em too fast,” said that incor-

all

were, in the eye. Many a inan lives
a b
the earth; but a good book is the precious
blood of a master-spirit, embalmed and treasur
up on purpose to a life beyond life.—Afilton,

of

Ad

at present.

to get ready.

so well:

used

Nearly

Drummer-boy,” gives graphic: accounts
camp-life in winter during the late war.

ab

of the house; it is not

:
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Harry

As good almost kill a man askill a good book;

hb 2

There are so many trivial cares
That no one knows and no one shares,
Too small for me to tell:
Things e’en my husband cannot see
Nor his dear love uplift from me—
Each hour’s unnamed perplexity

M., Kieffer, in ‘Recollections

represented scenes from the second part of the
‘‘Pilgrim’s Progress,” of John Bunyan. Mp.

aa

one?

family

Un

real

and in

and bis

a

a

London,

TENN
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own

The proposition met with undoubted approval.
|
¢« Stop, stop,” laughed: Mrs. Ford, as
they gathered aroundher asking eager
|
questions ; *“ one at a time please.”
"|
‘ Where can we have it?”
“I thought of our shop,” pointing to a
little one-room building at one side “her off in time.

I do not think that I could bear
. My daily weight of woman’s care,
If it were not for this:
That Jesus seemeth always near,
Unseen, but whispering in my ear
Some tender word of love and cheer,
To fill my soul with bliss!

That mothers know

a

in

‘Biglow & Main,
,

The American Abroad, by Olive Logan.

A pamphlet written to explain the ‘American

Exchange in Europe (Limited) * and to show
its convenience 10 travelers,
:
A catalogue of Field, Garden and Flower

Seeds,

for 1882.

Address

Joseph

Rochester,
Day

Sent free on
Harris,

application.

Moreton

Farm,

N. Y.

after Day.

A

unique

and

rege

CARE.

was

saw

beautiful

illustrated
: motto’ calendar, for 1882. The
most attractive we have “geen. Price: 00

cents,

SER

play store and long to

A MOTHER'S

there

he

which Dr, George MacDonald

D. Lothrop & Co., Boston.

Miss Alcott’s

thr

Then

Book Table.

“ Moods”—her first book,

a

Ford.

tumult, for where is the boy that does not

may

seem, it is the very best thing for us, or
«I ain’ta bit sleepy, Rue,” aid Dick, else if would not.eome to us. You and I
as he took off his shoes, ‘‘and I shall want cannot understand
why it is best for you
to have you tell me ’bout Jack the Giant- to have to stayat home, when you want
killer, and Moses 'n Danell 'n Goliah, a
so much {o go to school; but we. know
all the rest of them.” Rue looked up “to we are in safe, wise hands—do we not?”
the clock in despair,—she did want to ‘go
“Ill try to remember,” - whispered
to meeting so much. It had been such a Rue softly, as she stopped for a goed‘long, bard day, she felt as though she night kiss, ¢¢ it will help ever so much.”
;
must have a word of help and encourage- — Christian Intelligencer.
oe
ment from somewhere.
It was just a
quarter of seven,—perhaps Dick would let
DISAGREEABLE HABITS.

which

which was so cruelly cut up and altered by
the publisher who
issued it that its drift

——— Tr

gested Mrs.

matter how hard apd ‘strange it

BE CHEERFUL.

A

they

TO

BE

sign that

SHE,LLEARNED

LIE BE I

erence their thresholds, it is a
have dishonored both.— Ruskin.

HOW

REED

‘When men do not love their hearths, nor rev-

RUE'S TRUST.

boys

LE

NB

I +should ' think

*

Harley said, “bat

.| might have something as good.”
«You might have a store,” quietly sug-

LE

Family Circle,

Drama”

and teaching were quite different from what
the author intended—has been republished
by Messrs. Roberts Bros., with the omitted
passages restored, with some other ‘passages

omitted, and with its denouement changed.

Lom

ved

S

tic coast presents one long
varied dangers, beginning

e Atlan-

succession of
with Maine,

themselves in comfort.
0-006
+40

OORALS AND CORAL REEFS.

where the capricious currents are forever

narrow

the

about

games

sly

playing

capes, reefs, sunken rocks, and peaks of

islands half submerged, paving the coast
like the teeth in a shark’s ‘jaw, taking in

Cape Cod, that great arm of sand forty
miles outward and upward, with its halfsand-bars,

ever-shifting

' sunken,

on

points

rocky

rough,

islands and the

the

the Rhode Island coast —dreadful to mar-

hun-

six

jners—and the long, unpeopled

.dred miles of beach from Montauk Point,
Long Island, to Cape Fear, North Carolina, terminating with the arid coral forfive hun-

mation of the coast of Florida,

Professor Joseph Le Conte in a" recent

lecture on corals, corrected a wide-spread
misunderstanding respecting corals and
coral reefs. The popular idea is, ays
Mr. Te Conte, that t
e animals are little
itisects ; that they build as ants and bees
do, and when they are alarmed they disappear into their little burrows, and these
reefs are accumulations of. millions of
these little insects in generation after generation. The fact is, the coral animalis a
polyp belonging to the group of radiaia;
that it consists of limestone deposits in

DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
COMPLAINTS,

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,

&

&

=! 1B
HEART DISEASE;

CURE § zie
(TRADE MARK.)

Fever

eases,

+

-

Rheuma-

Ague,

t

:

tism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Biltousness, Nervous debility, etc.

LYDIA

The Best REMEDY

ENOWN to Man!
11,000,000 Bottles

SOLD SINCE 1870.
great lakes, the shapeof a hollow cylinder with top
dred miles in extent. The
seas, and bottom discs, surmounted with tentaThis Syrup possesses Varied Properties.
group of enormous inland
a
with twenty-five hundred miles of Ameri- cles, containing a stomach, and enveloped
a
rc
1
J
he
.can coast-line, are subject to sudden and with gelatinous organic matter.
Sugar of the food into g
=
violent gales, which pile up seas so stu- tentacles or arms are provided each with Sleacyn in Ptyaline causes W " fo)
of the food in the stomach.
The
ndous that anchored vessels are .swept a mouth for the absorption of food.
the
medicine istaken immediatel Rodt
eating the fermentation of food Is preore and aft, often causing their complete coral is coraline limestone after the gelatfor
running
tinous
organic
envelope
is
decayed
and
others,
while
;
ion
.destract
It acts upon the Liver.
The animals
which build
shelter in harbors, miss the narrow en- ‘removed.
It acts wpon the Kidneys.
trances, and ob blown helplessly upon reefs are not much larger than pin-heads.
It Regulates the Bowels.
§
Sik, adhe Blood,
Reef-building coruls will not grow at a
jutting piers, or the still more dangerous
ervous
.
The stations consist of - three depth of over 100 to 120 feet. There - I A motes % re
beach.
tem
|
3
'ourishes,
g
gthens
life-savin
and
ted
Invigorates.
have
been
reef-building
corals
found
at
a
denomina
severally
classes,
1t carries off the Old Blood and an new
depth
of
1,000
feet,
but
they
were
dead—
stations, life-boat stations, and houses of
It
opens the
poresof the
ski
wces
Hn
Praia 1
thin aud ind
below their
refuge. Each of the twelve districts is pro- drowned by being carried
It
nentralizes
the
hereditary
taint,
or
depth, This confines them to coast lines
vided with a local superintendent, who
in the blood, which er
Y Scrofula, Erymust be a resident of the district and fa- and submarine banks.
Corals will not sipelas, and all manner of skin
diseases
and
internal humors.
miliarly acquainted with its inhabitants. grow where the temperature is lower
There are no spirits employed in its mannHis compensation
one thousand dol- than 68 degrees at any time, that is, the faspie
snd 3 san be taken by the most delilars per annum, with the exception of ocean, not the air.
Therefore they are
abe, or by the a
ble,
being
required
in attontion to Shia, Savsonly
those on the coasts of Long Island and confined to the tropical regions.
They
DRUGGIST
SELL
IT.
S
New Jersey, who, having too many sta- will not grow except in clear salt water;
tions to leok after to attendto other bus- hence there is always a break in reefs op- Laboratory, 72 West 3d Ste,
YEW YORK CITY.
iness, are paid. fifteen hundred dollars posite the mouth of a river. Finally, they
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
apiece. These officers are required to demand free exposure to the beating of
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on ay Breast, and
give from twenty to thirty thousand dol- the waves.
The
more violently the being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,
tar bonds us disbursing agents, being in- waves beat the more rapidly: "thé corals with no appetite. I concluded to try Dr.
trusted with the payment of the men un- grow, because the agitation gives them “Clark Jobnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
der them in addition to their general du- ventilation. Corals will grow in the face I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
made a great change in my appetite and
ties. They are responsible for the selec- of waves whose beatings would gradually soon
Strength, and I have had no sickness since. 1
tion of the keepers of the stations—a duty wear away a wall of granite. The four cheerfully-recommend the medicine to old and
requiring much knowledge and excellent kinds ot coral reefs found in the Pacific young, for purifying the Blood.

are

not,

however,

con-

firmed without the acquiescence of the
inspector, who is supposed to have no
local interests or prejudices. The crews
are chosen by the keepers. The keepers and crews are examined by a board
of inspectors, consisting of an officer of
the revenue marine, a surgeon of the
Marine Hospital Service, and an expert
surfman whese qualifications are wellknown, to determine by a judgment
wholly

impartial

their character,

good

health, and general fitness.
This board
is empowered to dismiss all incompetent
wen on the spot, and require the keeper
to employ others without delay. The
whole work is under constant inspection.
An officer of the revenue marine, Captain James H. Merryman, is the chief inspector, and assigns from his office in

New York an assistant inspector
ery district. The stations are

frequently, and the men

the

exercises

for

every

of

the

step

in

to evvisited

examined

apparaius

in

drill,

operations.

their

Ocean are,— fringe reefs,

barrier reefs,

——

One of the hardest woods in existence
is that of the desert iron-wood tree which
grows in the dry washes along the line of
the Southern Pacific Railroad. Its specific gravity is nearly the same as that
of lignum vite, and it has a. black heart
so hard, when well seasoned, that it will
turn the edge of an ax ard can scarcely
be cut by a well-tempered saw. In burning it gives out an intense heat, and charcoal made from it is hardly second to anthracite.—
Sel.
A Gain of Twenty

Pounds

in

six ‘months—was confined

"v=

1-H
Ye

charged with the care and order of the
stations and the boats and apparatus;

und they must keep accurate accounts of
all receipts and expenditures, journalize

ull transactions, and maintain

all

neces-

integrity, ag well as surfmanship,

intre-

LINE

in which

Nerve

and Brain

misery, decay and death.

One box

four

hundred

They

dollars each

per

annum.
The crews receive forty dollars
per. month during the uctive season,
which upon the sea-coast is from September 1 to May 1, and upon the lakes

from

the opening tothe close of navigation, or
from about May 1 to Dec. 15.—Martha
J. Lamb, in Harper's Magazine.

treatment

CHANGE

OF VIEWS

AT THE SOUTH.

Mr. Edward Atkinson, who, in a certain sense,
may be called the originator of the recent Atlanta Kxposition, contributes to the Midwinter
Cen-

tury a suggestive paper on its * Significant Aspects,” which have a political as well as an indusirial meaning, as the
following indicates :

In general,

it .may

be

said

that

the

New South is surely surmounting tho intense and dogmatic provincialism of the
Old, and is rapidly coming into line with
the more progressive States.
The most
conclusive proof of the charge may be
found in the instructive book entitled
“Our Brother in Black,”by President

does not effect a

sued only when

the

treatment

of eight

GENTS

WANTED

:

prayer and his men were governed by the principles of the Christian religion. His prayers
and wise counsels are held in
grateful remem-

under the

sting

of

College,
defeat,

are, wheth-

er wittingly or not, surrendering errors
which have come to them from remote
generations, and are

now

only sensitive

‘When the least doubt is thrown upon
their immediate ability to take any part
in

any

manufacturing,

mechanical,

‘other kind of work,—if they
a8 dead earnest to take up

or

are now

in

every branch

-of profitable work as they formerly were
averse to sharing certain kinds of manual
labor at all,—may it not be well for
Northern men to see if they also have
not been controlled by some

errors in re-

gard to the past history and condition of

the South ?
In the

course

;

of a conversation

the events preceding
~ grandsons of John

the war,

upon

with two

. Calhoun, the

writ-

or wae somewhat startled by a remark
substantially to this effect :

“If my grandfather and his associates
had know as much about the negro as I
know, und could have had the same
faith in his capacity which I have attained from my own experience, there would

have been neither un
oul Do you mean to tell

nor war.” { |
me,” I asked,

that your grandfather feared liberty for

the'black, however compassed P"
:
ay Of course I mean that,” said he.

What other “justification could there

have been? He and his associates believed
ved

brance by his deeply

dren,

who

hope

when

afflicted

wife

the voyage

and

ended to meet him on the * other shore.”
L. BRACKETT.
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General Ticket and Passenger Agent,

was

surrender.

What

by

ever

your

may

be

said

of

treatment

or

could
a few

but for

your remedy,

would

now

probably

be in

yon

never done any

thing

more,

your

life

has

Your friend,
R. E.M,, Camden, Miss.

[saac Hill, Kirkville, Wapello Co., Ia.

George H. Foote, #5 St. Clair St., Cleveland, O.
M. Alshuler, Mattoon, Coles Co., Ill.
J. K. Sigfried, Pottsville, I’a.
Miss F. E. Dement, Dyer Sta., Gibson Co.,Tenn.

Wesley

Rev. Henry Stout, Raritan, Somerset Co., N. J.
Mrs. N: C. Murray, 201 Linden Ave., Baltimore,
Md.

Rev. G. Lr Bale, Burnside, Ill.

John Bullock, LaCrosse, Hancock Co., Ill.

J. J. Duckworth, Pattenburgh, Hunterdon
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Catarrh was considered an incurable disease.
only
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believe,

J. W. Riley, U. 8. Ex. Azent, Troy, O.
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T. B. Hand, 193 E. Fayette 8t., Baltimore, Md.
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Miss F. M. Mitchell, Pittston, Me.
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time,
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a remedy.|and

Rev. H. Hilbish, North Lima, O.
Chas. Thomas, 8 Elm St., Newark, N. J.
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R. A. Gentry, Delphos, Ottawa Co., Kan.
James W, Sanders, Five Mile, W. Va
J. H. Bullard, Springfield, Mass.
W. P. Harmon, California, Mountain Co., Mo.
W. D. Brown, 76 Market St., Lynn, Mass.
J. P. Roberts, 78 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Calvin Teegarden, Griffinsville, Ia.
:
R. E. Granger, Chicago, Ill.
I. B. Rose, Mattoon, Coles Co., Ill.
Mrs. E. Hooker, Defiance, O.
Rev. A. Gains, Waterford, Miss.
A. Schofield, Petrolia, Butler Co., Pa.
A. J. Cowles, Beloit, Rock Co., Wis.
@ Jas. A. Gallaher, Perry, Ralls Co., Mo.
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W. H. Stevens, Shawneetown, Pa.
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in preaching.

I can see to write. I owe my life to your treatment.|not been in vain,
THOS. J. DAILY, Homer, Champaign Co., Ill.
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MRr8. A. N. MUNGER, Detroit, Mich. , |other cures effected, either

bronchial tubes grew
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like

the wheezing

JAMES W. SANDERS.
Five Mile, Mason Co., W. Va.
My throat isnow so well restored that I can lectur= daily without any difficulty, and find no diffi-

very beneficial treatment. B. BENEDICT, Petrolia,Pa.|his grave, and especially conld you have heard his
Passages of the head began to open, throat and|voice in that assembly you would have realized that
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It acted

E. MARBLE, Concord, Mich.
Brother Pettigrew was at ‘the convention:
It affords me great pleasure to notify
you that 1)you have seen that robust, healthy man, who

4

2

directed.

cough and stopped

for so sure a remedy.
much labor as I did at forty. I have a good appeJUDGE J. COLLETT, Hima, Ohio. tite, not ravenous, but a heslthy one, good digestion,
Your Cold Air Inhaling Balm has proved a greal|and . enjoy excellent
sl «), undisturbed
by any
benefit to Mrs. Marble ar well as myself. I can heart-{symptoms of strangulatio
ily recommend it to others.
R. E. MELVIN, Ofauhoma, Leak Co., Miss.

fi
>

my

my throat.

Now I am cured; head free; air passages all open.|{any other, mine is really a marvelous one, I am close
and breathing natural.
A thousand thanks to you|to sixty-nine years old and can endure nearly as
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mad

Its main line runs
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am
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cured

FANNIE DEMENT, Dyer Station, Tenn.
[completely cured, and have had no return of the
I am much pieased to say that I have uséd the|disease.
A.J. STILL, Pattenburg, N. J.
treatment faithfully, with the happiest aiid best re-|
I4vas terribly afilicted with nasal and bronchial
Catarrh,
and concluded to give your treatment a
sults.
JONN A, PRATT, Goffs Falls, N. H
Your treatment cured me; your inhalers are ex-|test. In ashort time it cured me. I induced my
cellent. This is the only radical cure I have ever|brother to try it and he too was cured.
E. 8. MARTIN.
R. C.JONES, Rock River Falls, Wis.
found.
Pastor M. E. Church, Port Carbon, Pa.
More than a year ago I used your Catarrh remeNo amount of money could induce me to be placed |dies, with almost untold benefit to myself. I prize
in the misery I was in when I commenced using your remedies more than I can tell you.
IRS. E. HOOKER, Defiance, O.
your medicine.
J.C. MCINTIRE, Fulton, Mo.
Sinte receiving your Specific, I have been hitling
I have so far recovered that I am able to attend
church, can walk half a mile. Have a good appetite. hard. It takes hard hitting to make such an enemy
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wanted.
oifoutars
address

ORGANS, 153 useful stops, 5 sets
reeds only $65. Pianos $1235 up.
Aa~1llus. Catalog. Free.
Address
BEATTY,
Washington, N.

A
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RUGS!

Me.

and used as

G. J. MCKNIGHT, Cleveland, O.
Your treatment has cured my daughter of Catarrh induced by a severe attack of measles,
«treatment with perfect success, and is now well and
JOHN W. RILEY, U. 8. Express Agent, Troy, O.
|bearty. This I am witness to.
My health is fly restored. The horrid and loathJOHN G, STEERS, Fairbury, Ill.
some disease is all gone. My lungs feel all right.
I was thought to have had Consumption, and had
*
MRS. W.D. LINCOLN, York. Neb.
[suffered many years with what was really Catarrh,
Your-treatment did me great gond. I have notjbefore I procured your treatment. Ihave had no
return of the disease.
|
lost a day by sickness this year.
ABNER
RAHAM, Biddle Uni’sty, Chariotte, N. C.
M188 LOUIE JAMES, Crab Orchard, Ky.
My wife continuesin the best of health, and has
I am glad to say that 1 found your medicine all
/. that can be claimed for it. Iam fully restored.
no cough. It is with great pleasure we are able to
4)
J. H. SIGFRIED, Pottsville, Pa.
[recommend so wonderful a medicine as yours has
I do not regret the money it cost in using your|proved tv be to us.
medicine. I can heartily recommend your treatment.
J. H. BULLARD, Springfield, Mass.
E. J. LIPPINCOTT, Clarksboro, Gloucester Co.,N.J.|
Between nine and ten years ago, being afflicted
Ihave used your Catarrh treatment and am cur-{with Catarrh, I obtained your course of, treatment,

Outfit free. Address P. O. Vick.
Augusta,

we

of letters

E.B. FAIRCHILD, D.D., LL. D..
Chancellor University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Livi
rieldThe Catarrhal cough has entirely left me. I
well again.
J. A.
HoLL, Cleveland, 0.
led to your treatment. W.B, MORSE,
Bryan,
lo I would not take ayplor your Specific ifit could]
I am now entirely cured. When I had used it
1) not be replaced.
J.P. ROBERTS, Chicago, Ill.
[three months I felt like a different woman. Too

Me.

ery,

BOX:

culty whatever

Catarrh,

Arents wanted. $5 a Day y made
sellin
our
NEW
HOUSEHOLD
LES and FAMILY SCALE,
Weighs up to 95 Ibs,
Sells at $/.
Douksric ScaLk Co. aa $1.50.

tamp, EK. S. Frost & Co.,

n

“Because you have allowed your bowels to become costive, and liver torpid. Use Kidney

‘Herald,

Bangor,
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reat affliction saw his lovely bride sink in
eath. Not only
among her relatives, but
elsewhere as well, she was respected and loved

cleanse the skin of its yellowness, cure bilious
headache, and cause new life in the blood,
Druggists have it, both dry and liquid.—Zion’s

RICH BLOOD!

$777

is-

UL
T

Onxga.

and united to the: F. B, church in E.
Rochester. About four months before her deith,
she was ufhiitedTh marriage to Mr. Eli Blaisdell. They had been settled in their pretty
new home but a short time, when Mr. B. in

Are You Bilious ?

|

direct

2
I]

wi.

to him her life. This was during the ba of
Rev. Wm. H. Ward,by whom she was baptized
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she gave Christ her affections, and consecrate

atives, who must wait till the motning,
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T. H. MESSMORE, Cadillac, Mich.

psures- Twigative Pills make New Rich
i and will completely change the blood in
atire system in three months,
Any person

“oroerly
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2%
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Blaisdell.—Mrs. Mary Grant Blaisdell, after an illness of a few days, died in East
Rochester, Jan, 4. About three years since

modesty and quietness, were very marked in
her.
At her funeral, Jan. 6,
Rev. E. True
spoke to the sorrowing friends words of hope
and consolation.
Besides her
many
true
friends, Sister B. leaves a large number of rel-
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Way.

thousands

of the

.
My wife is entirely cured.
1. V. CoLLINS, Crockett, Tex.
—
Your remedy has cured me.
M. ALSHULER, Matton, 111.
The medicine did for me all you represented.

MAN

4

Chas

cure.

ssible. ' Sent by mail for 8 etter stamps.
8. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

SilafFalls fic dimoron vert Leal SRT
ors ING
ason 0)
ia

is

forher many, virtues, If on earth she had an
enemy, the fact was not known to the writer.
The qualities which are above price, namely,

relief, but is a permanent

leepalt

EXAMINING

inneapolis

plontevideo
areau

Jame:

chil-’

of life

temporary

ee, of Belmore, O., says of it: “I am
4. B. F.
orised at the speedy effects of your remedy. Itis
first medicine in siz years that has loosened
7h and made expecioration easy. Inow 8
does not
u® without coughi ng.” If your druggist
1
p it, send for treatise and testimonials to

and Fastest.

bl

whom be made his last contract, although a
native of a foreign land, kindly requested the
privilege of fitting up his grave at his own exense. A large circle of relatives and friends
n his native town sadly feel the shock
sustained by his sudden death. In early life he

If; then, Southern men, suffering even

Georgia.

Emory

ford

will take 1 pill each night from 1to 12weeks
oe restored to sound jealthy if such a thing

is ordered

UNACQUAINTED
WILL
SEE BY

;a

16

The m#n with

gave hig heart to Christ and remained faithful
to the end.
His vessel was consecrated
by

of

IS

It does not merely

<1 all their attendant evils.
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Guarantees

for the Best

CURED

A=thma and Dyspepsia,

purchaser

iA

WHO

McFadden.—Capt. James McFadden, son
of the late Rev. John McFadden of Georgetown, Me., died in Barcelona, Venezuela, July
2, aged 46 years and 2 months,
He had led a |
sea-faring life for about 16 years, was engaged
mostly in the West India fruit trade.
During the 12 years he was master of a vessel, he
met with but two slight accidents, and lost
but one man, who died on his passage home.
He had the confidence and esteem of nll busi-

Oxford,

Haygood,

Quickly and
Permanently

is unequaled as a positive
Alterative and Cure for

Selling Pictoral Books and Bibles.
Prices re.
Sood 83 per cent. National Pub. Co., Phila. Pa.

8. A. COMSTOCK.

he dealt.

LXE]

ASTHMA

5

the money

cure.

ANY

Effectual

Bronchitis may feel
every sufferer from Catarrh and
certain of success in its use.
Catarhal cases have applied to-me for relief. Many
thousands have received my Specific, and are cured.
O O O
| O O
We deem it only fair that every one who wishes
9
should have the opportunity to ascertain whether we are able to accomplish all
q
that we claim ; and for this purpose we add a few of the many hundreds of unsolicited certificates which have been sent to us by grateful patients—as well as the
will
addresses of some who have been successfully treated, almost any of whom
pay
doubtless respond to any inquiry by letter, if accompanied by a stamp to
let the
postage. Having been cured themselves, they doubtless will be” willing to
cerafflicted know. where they can find certain relief. We have thousands of these
bankmerchants,
judges,
lawyers,
clergymen,
sicians,
classes—phy
all
from
tificates
t
2
it J, ers, and bnsiness men,
I received your Catarrh Specific some
time ago

NOT
OUT.

Riss 2 Eton £86.% Bey SN

Dr.Stinson’s AsthmaRemedy

Address
SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,
Gen. N. E. Agts., 24 & 26 Tremont St., Boston: Ne
y

years ago) théy ~cameto
Arbela, Mich.
among the pioneers of the township. Sister A.
was converted 23 years ago and joined the
Christian church.
Two Jedrs ago she joined
the F. B. church of which her husband is deacon. She leaves a husband, two sons, three
daughters, to mourn their loss. Sister Ayliffe
was a consistent Christian and a good worker.
“She being dead yet speaketh.”
Her funeral
was largely attended, the procession being a
quarter of « mile long. Sermon by the writer,
from Rev. 24:13.
The stricken ones have the
sympathy of a lurge circle of friends in thelr

ness men with whom

IND

SOLD

rec-

We above all things,
but a positive and certain remedy.
treatment, so that
our
in
ce
confiden
establish
desire to

Philadelphia, Pa.
3 AND
“oresWEAR

renewed

) are constantly receiving. The record is a guarantee that
CHILDS’ CATARRH SPECIFIC is no new untried cure,

to the Presidency;
as a Soldier and Legislator; election
nce
the formation of his Cabinet; the contestin Congress; the
As:assins Attack ; the Surgical Treatment, Removal to
Long Branch: his death and burial. Will Sell now in ev
:
AGENTS WANTED
Everywhere.
For fu
Family,

>. THAT

the

honest,

those who have used other
T. P. CHiLps, Troy, Ohio.

LETTER

Below we give a few

700 Pa; ss. Able Authors. Fine Illustrations. New,
His early life, rise into promin=Authentic, Compete.

ASCE:

Only

OUR

JAMES A. GARFIELD.

from us.

Ayliffe.~Died in Arbela, Nov. 3, of con
gestion of the stomach, Lucy Aylitfe, aged
48 years and 3 months.
She was born in the
village
of Crudwell, Gloucestershire.
Eng.
~She came to Canada with her husband 27 years

sad bereavement.

I

the

The

tHE Complete Life OF

I

eadh order received by us for six boxes, a
guarantee to return

coustipation, biliousness,
25 cents per box.

Jarticulars address immediately
J.C. McCURDY & CO.,

Obtain

Permanent Cure of Catarrh!

this Paper.

by all Druggists. <&8

month

nied with five dollars, we will send

Mention

until

Wart

with

blessed

Lo

from the neg-

it, with

secured

be

will

you

straightforward work, persevere in its use, and

{ health and strength. I especially desire to treat
medies without success.

on

853 Broadway, New York,

ment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for |
lars; sent
by mall;
post-paid on receipt e
We guarantee six
hoxes to cure any cas

or written

Sold

will «

Each box contains one

io

and, having

thousands,

means that has cured so many

=

pidity, and commanding qualities.

A

Loss of Memory, Premature Old Age, cai
over-exertion or Svar thd sences which !
cent cases.

as above.

LIVER PILLS. They
cure
and torpidity of theliver,

Diseas

sary correspondence with superior offi-.
cers. Thus it appears they must possess ago, and 3 years later they moved to Thetford,
a certain amount of education and high Genesee Co., Mich., and after 2 years (22

are paid

Address

DR. E. C, WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN
MENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,
sions, Nervous Headache,
Mental Dep

»

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER
words,
VERSES are inadmissible.

vewWh or village,

of lozenges,

hits0 lected Catarrh-has placed you beyond the reach of any human aid,

No family shouldbe without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

own case I use it, and think it the best

Obitwaries.
*

let,

in my

agent. Particulars given on application.

form

Do Nor

Kinds.

Catarrh has prostrated you and the complication of diseases arising

receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamph-

for the past two years, and consider it the bes
family medicihe
known.
When the ckildre
get a slight cold, and are threatened win
ftver,
a few doses will set them right.
+
mn»

to the bed three

.of pills, also inthe

or in

TAINT,

HEREDITARY

INATTENTION,

AccipDENT, CARELESSNESS,

Liver Complaint and Chronic Diseases of many

with the laws that govern the female system.

in the form

Manchester, N. H.
This is to certify that I have used Dr, Tla=%

“ney are trained with their life-boats months, taking medicine almost every hour of
and night. Have not taken a drop of medin the surf, in the use of the life- day
since. Have a good appetite; can eat al‘dress, in saving drowning
persons by icine
most anything, and it agrees with me. I conswimming to their relief, in the methods sider myself nearly well. * * # Have gained
of restoring
the partially drowned, and twenty pounds since using the Oxygen treatin signaling. Everything in and about ment.” Treatise on ** Compound Oxgen.’’ sent
free. “Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111
the stations moves with military precis- Girard
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
ion. When a wreck is attended with
loss of life, a rigid eximination follows to
seeif any of the men have been guilty of
misconduct or neglect of duty.
The
keepers are empowered to protect the in- |
terests of the government from smugPARTIOULAR
NOTICE.
Obituaries
should
be
BRIEF and for the public.
For the excess over
gling, and they guard all property that ONE
HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by percomes ashore from a wreck until its ssns who do not patronize the Morning Siar it
rightful owner
appears.
They
are 18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy

By

by its use.

For the cureof Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed,
LYDIA E, PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COM.
POUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price §1. Six bottlesfor $56. Sent by mail

the battle for health

some unknown way, you have secured and are nursing in your system a poison that
is surely eating its way to your vitals, carying untold misery and suffering in its
\ progress. Do Nor WAIT until your body is racked with. pain, until the passages
of your head are eaten away, until the foul mass of corruption running down your
) throat, has affected the lungs, poisonig the whole system, causing Consumption,

It will at all times and wnder all circumstances act in

JOSEPH WAINE.

cine I ever took for bronchial difficul’:
After using Compound Oxygen for a month,
constipation, which has. become chron:
a patient at Jewett, Texas, writes: *‘* I began | stubborn; but I think the Syrup will
taking your Compound Oxygen on the 10th of cure me.
WILLIAM
McPHERES
Sept, and have kept it up since that time. I Agents wanted for the sale of the Indiar

nor do I want them to try their cure unless they mean to fight

and strength manfully and with a determination to win.
I Do Try to encoura,
g every sufferer with catarrh to believe they can be cured if they will persevere in
the use of means I provide.
:
;
:

That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight

harmony

and Catarrh.

I MrAN Honest, HARD Work; I ise HONEST METHODS | I Do Nor attempt to cure in a day a disease that has been growing for a lifetime, increasing in
.. power and gathering strength daily for years. I Do Nort ask my patients to attempt,

gestion,

Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.

a Month.

Perseverance

"It will cure entirely the worst form of Female
Come
‘plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
qa
‘tion, Falling and Displ
t and the
"Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to
Change of Life.
:
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
to canan early stage of
devel
t. The
tend
cerous humorsthereis checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
“for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H,
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
Dr..Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recommend it to be a reliable remedy.
;

Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup

that thousands and tens of thousands fromall parts of the world have
[een interested to write and obtain my method of treatment, and’
where it has been given an honest trial it has invariably proved a
grand success. Year by year my business has grown until now my correspondents number nearly 100,000, and I have been compelled to add largely to my force
in order to meet the growing demand for my Catarrh Specific.

Is a Positive Cure

cured

can be cured been proven,

Catarrh

that

statement

:

|

"Je
®®

m {VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

and backache, is always permanently

Somarked has been the success attendant on my
method -of * treatment, and. so thoroughly has my;

"PR

BW
LE

‘

;

RE

|

ts and Weaknesses
socommon to our best female population.

EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since.. I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.

circular recfs, inclosing lagoons in the
ocean, and small lagoonless coral islands.—N. Y. Tribune.
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judgment—who
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districts.

into twelve

is the Ho pe of the Race.

piles—is

uards—ten thousand or more

divided

Health of Woman

itis no longer a

a record

marvel that the American life-saving institution has taken so firm a hold of the
which it
The territory
public heart.

3

THE GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST.
With such

that the two races could not exist together upon the same soil except in the relation of masters and slaves.”
One of these gentlemen moved from
South Carolina to the bottom-lands of the
Missigsippi, with'a large number of the
negroes formerly the slaves of his family.
He has succeeded in assuring not only his
own prosperity, but their welfare also,
and he bears conclusive testimony to thé
ability of the colored laborers to sustain

\
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STAR, FEBRUARY 1. 1882.
MES. LYDIAE. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, HAS
‘Woman can Sympathize with Woman.

THE MORNING
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to those who

I had then suffered for thirteen years in a manner

have had this disease in

some

of

its worst forms.

My

professional

duties made
exposure a necessity, and I was first attacked by a slight cold; terrible headaches,
which could not be cured,followed, with deafness and ringing in the ears, soreness of the throat,”
disgusting nasal discharges, weak, inflamed
eyes, hawking, raising of vile matter, black and
sometimes bloody mucus, coughing, with great'soreness of the lungs. The liver and stomach
were polluted
with the mass of diseased matter running from the-bead, until dyspepsia, indigestion snd liver complaint made me a wreck, and incapacitated mg for my professional duties,
and confined me to my bed. Compélled to resign my pastorate, and teéling that my end was

near,in desperation I gave np the physicians and compounded my CATARRH

SPECIFIC,

and

wrought upon myself a wonderful cure. Now at the age of sixty-seven, Iam wholly restored,
can speak for hours with no’difficulty, and never have had, in the whole thirteen years, the
slightest return of the disease.
.
T. P. CHILDS.
CHILDS CATARBH SPECIFIC will effectually and permanently cure any case of
Catarrh, no matter how Hesperate, The treatment is local as well as constitutional, and can
only be obtained at Troy, Ohiv. We especially desire to treat those who have tried other reme- .
dies without success.
Childs’ Treatment for Catarrh, and for diseases of the Bronchial Tubes,
cau be taken at home, with perfect ease and safety, by the patient.

beyond the coat of ile Tedicine.

scores of testimonials

Say you saw this in Morning Star.
io
pr

No expense need be entailed

A full statement of petted of hous (featingnit ang cost,

from those who have been cured, wi
i
Address,
/
REV.T.

8
P. CHILDS,

'
"
roy, Ohio.

with
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HOME.

TrESDAd.Jan. 24.——Hon. Clarkson N. Potter of New York, died suddenly yesterday.—
A delegation of residents of Dakota is on the
admission of a part of the Territory into the

Court has decided that the

Supreme

Illinois

They are as follows:

act of the Legisla-

ture creating Probate Courts in Cook and La
Salle Counties was unconstitutional : much exby the deciscitement is created in Chicago
jon.—— The Hartford high school house is burne
ed.—Th
Governor of Pennsylvania issues

. six death warrants,

oo

J. Guitéau

President Garfield

for the

assassination

of

terminates.

The jury

ren-

The (‘orporation of the

the snow is deeper, a- sleigh can

| to saddle a debt on the Corporation so as to lose
the seminary

by

debt, or

to cause

out of the hands of the Freewill

it to pass

are null and veid, unless they

or killing

any

- THURSDAY, Jan. 26.——The building of the

debt beyond

its available funds

affairs

on hand,

notes, bequests, or legally collectable subscrip-

Inquirer Publishing Company, at Lusncaster,
Pa,, is damaged to the extent of $123,000 by

tions.

fire.——The news of Guiteau’s conviction is re.

vh

.

All moneys needed to carry forward the
objects of this corporation shall be secured by
the sale of stock, donations, bequests, or legal-

eeived with satisfaction throughout the count:
ry.
Theophilus

article

shall

never be

altered

bv the explosion of a can of nitroers injured

ally-paid in;

glycerine in N. Y. city.

and if al any

TUESDAY, Jan. 24. ~——Lord Lorne has arrivThe Lord-Lieutenaunt of Ireland
ed a'Ottawa.—
has refused to permit the presentation of the
freedom of the city of Dublin to Messrs. ParThe
nel! and Dillon in Kilmainham Jail.
Swiss goveroment votes to establish a legation
with a minister at Washington. -

Congress, 'ouching the problem of polygamy;

|-

has become u

follows:

pension

her

+,

“10 $0,000 & yeur.

Miscellaneous.

+. Two passenger trains on the Charleston and
came

Railroad

Bavannah

in

near

collision

Charleston ; two persons were kilied and
eral were burt.

The Lord
meeting

sev-

&

Mayor

at the

of London

Mausion

bas called

House

to

sywpithy with the Jews in Russia.

a

express

The Earl of Shaftesbury has written a: Jetter expressing sympathy with the Russian

one row

More thaa 10,000 electric lights of the Brush
pattern are now in use in this country and

frauds

are

reported

from Russia.

Both Senators and six of the eleven

bers of Congress

from

Massachusetts

mwemare

in

favor of suffruge for women.
The two-bundredth anniversary of the dis« covery of the mouth of the M instealppi Riv»@r by La Sulle falls on April 9 of this year,
and the members of the Chicago Historical
Bociety think that it should be appropriately

celebrated.

f

Preparations are making
trial of the Nibiljsts.

in Russia for

the

"Twenty-seven women bave been graduated

this week from the
Nurses in N. Y. city. »

Training

School

for

“A mass of rock 1000 feet high, recently fell

from the Rothrisa mountain near the town
of Glarus, Switzerland, destroying orcbards,
rouds and mendows,
£4

Judah P. Benjamin

it

boxes at druggists,

directly

the

medium

and

gave

them

to

the

United

by the

side

of

it, with

eighty-six

this than just now

of water.

laces, cambrics

be made

Personal.

denies that there

sare

any Confederate funds in Europe.

. Gov. Murray, of Utah, in bis message.to the

territorial legislature severely. condemns polyKamy and recommends its legal abolition,

(ours with Gite.
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in
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ny of bowing to his
Shatice is rep srted to have * biushed like a
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Sir Henry Ernest

appoint-
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ed Governerof Nutal. fiw =
inl bles Sotaver's old
Senator Fair lives
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man in

ress,
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His leisure is devoted
iden.
Boe-bokder
to the study of finauce.
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planted one piece in a hill about eighteen inches
apart in the row. Now fer the result: The first
row containing seventy hills, gave 195 pounds;

an occasion

= Cleveland u bust of the late

|

making grave robbery a felony.

presented

E. M. Bannister,

placed

A bill has been introdhced. in the Virginia |
Senate

him

preme Court,

been enacted giving Mrs. Abra-

A law has

I took

but two;

{

Judge Story’s bust has been executed in
marble by his son, W. W. Story of Rome, and
by

:

ham Lincoln $15,000, and raising

seed,

cut off the seed and stem ends, cut out all the eyes

in proposed to muke the unveilivg
ot brilliant ceremony.
Professor Dr. Mendel, director of music and
organist at the Cattedral in. Berne, died last
month. H- was a friend of Max Schoeckenburger, and wrote the original music to the
Intter’s vigorous
poem,
‘Die
Wacht
am
Rhein,”
which
the Franco-Prussian
war
raised to the dignity of a national song.
A portrait of the Hon. James Russell Lowell
has lately been painted by Mrs. Anna Lea
Merritt, He iy represented as wearing "the
red robe which he donned at Oxford when
his honorary degree was conferred upon him.
Edgur Parker is painting a full-length portrait of President Garfield. It is a commission
from a Worcester gentieman.

'Ebe structure i3 to be magpresent location.
nificent im its dimensions and will be built of
granite, in the Gothic style of architecture,
and will probably cost upwards of ten . milion
dollars.
po
The bill for the retirement of Ward Hunt

Court

foul

Yorker, I planted one row, (fitgugh the piecs as

and. it

Ir-titute,

Depot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover.

permanent

is held mostly at $18.

Anse

BED-BUGS, ROACHES.

Last Spring whet plantipg the Beauty of Hebron

these provisions and safe-

grounds of the Smithsonian

has long since eptgfown ithe dimenfions of its

from the U. 8. Supreme

Druggists.

of Cats.

must die. Finally, my wife induced me to
try a bottle of Dr. Kennedy’s * Favorite Reme.-

$20 «06820 50; and backs at $20.8 $21
bbl.
with further sales
BEEF. Prices are unchan

BLADDER.

A

inte Reg

New tess

rospond readily.

sages, diseased discharges, cured by Buchupaiba.

potatoes, says a correspofident of the Rural New-

WEDNESDAY, Jan, 25.——Messrs. Trescott
and Blaine arrived at Lima and afcer a short
stay left on Christmas for Valparaiso.
Mr.
limiting nature of a constitution of a legally
Blaine is to take charge of the American legaorganized corporation, chartered by the Legtion ar Sintiago left vacant by the death of Gen.
islature of a State, will see at once. that aay
Kilpatrick.
debt contracted in any other way than, or beTHURSDAY, Jan. 26===The ¥'rench Chamyond the limits, provided by the Charter and
ber of Deputies rejects the government RevisConstitution, cannot be collectcd of the Corpo
ion scheme by a vote of 305 to 117; M. Gamration, but those who contract the debts must
betta and his colleagues resign soon after.
pay them themselves; hence a mortgage given
to secure a debt that was illegally and un-conM. Rouzaud, the husband of Christine Nillsfinancial
stitutignally contracted is null »nd void. So
son. hus become inssine, owing to the
broken
bas
Paris,——Cholera
excitement in
it will be seen at once that the Green Mounout among the pilgrims at Allahabad, in the
tain Seminsry is not only out of d bt. but it
cannot get Mto debit 80 as it shail directly
East Indies.——A Mormon meeting at King's
large
a
by
up
Cross, London, is broken
thereby be lost and go out of the hands of the
injurare
Amen and
persons
Freewill Baptists of Vermont.
erowd of people and several
D. 8. FROST.
ed.
‘
Amen.
FRIDAY, Jan. 27.~—A dangerous and wideIn imitation of the plan adopted by the Lonspread conspiracy has been discovered and
don University, the Illinois Wesleyan UniWilliam
in Ireland.——Emperor
frustrated
versity at Bloomington, Illinois, has had, for
has thanked Prince Bismarck for his vigorous | nearly ten years, courses of study open to
Fifteen
rescript.
imperial
the
of
defense
non-resident students, with non-resident exthousand Abyssinian troops have reached the
to the de
aminations. These courses lend
Egyptian frontier,
Catalogues
grees of Ph. B., M. A.and Ph. D.
Gamthat
said
is
—Tt
Jan.28.
upY,
senton
be
SATURDA
containing full information will
betta’s confidence in the ultimate support of the
plication to Professor C. M. Moss.
t
constitenciesis unshaken.——M. de Freycine
“ There are more hours spent in studying hishas succeeded in forming 8 new French Cabitory than any other branch at Harvard.
net to succeed that of M.Gambetta.
More than 600 pupils have just successfully
fail
heavy
MONDAY, Jan, 30.— Further
passed the examinations of the Boston Evenwres have occurred in Dublin, and more are
ing High School.
anticipated during the present week.—-Arhave been made by which the
rangements
Professor Henry Draper succeeds his father,
threatened financial disaster on the Paris
the lute Dr. J. W. Draper, in the Chair of
in
insurrection
‘The
Bourse will be averted.
Chemistry in the University of the City of
Herzegovina is increasing and several skirm-. New York. The Rev, M. Maury, a son-in-law
ishes are reported.——A plot to kill the King
of Dr. Draper, bas been teaching in the Uniof Greece while travelling
from” Athens’ to
A
versity this year.
wand
Pirzus has been discovered.
Art.
his
W. W. Story is hard at work upon
Henry and exCONGRESS.
statue of the late Professor
peels to have it ready for erection in WashingSeveral bills have already been offered in
in the
It is to be placed
ton next spring.
notably that of 8-n. Edmunds of Vt.,and Presjdent -Artbur xflirms that he has given the
uestion much consideration and is disposed to
i all within his power to suppress this great
and growing evil.
Senator Dawes bas recently introduced inthe
Senate a carefully drawn bill for the reform of
the system of civil. service appointments.
If
national legislation was less under the control
of interested politicians, we should bave some
hope that the measure might become a law.
A project is on foot in Congress to erect a
buildiag for the Congressional library, which

OF THE

~Wasl

for a long time my case was regarded as hope-

50. Old mess has been selling mostly at $17 5v @
demand, with
$1775. Clear has been m better

other

Stinging, smarting, irritation of the urinary pas-

guards were adopted are these:
It so bappened that it was left to me to prepare a cbartil the dry weather dried up the vines.
The
ter for this Corporation and get it before the
whole piece yielded a splendid crop, as did a
Legislature of Vermont, in 1862, and I meant
that its provisions should be so framed as to piece of Snowflake in another part of the field.
save its school forever to the Freewill Baptists, because we had been cursed with ro
A GOOD BREAKTAST.
many falures by the blunders and uubusiness-like manuer in which ignorant and inex:
Food'and Health gives this timely advice on the
perienced men had managed their affairs. Then
above subject: * The breakfast we take in winter
it so happened that I prepared: a Constitution . | will determine our efficiency for work during the
all ready for adoption at the organization of day, and will po influence our whole being for that
the Corporation, and lest the provi.ion of the
period of time that no after meal can correct it. It
Charter was not sufficiently strong to hold overmust contain more nitrogenous food than in sumconfident men in check, I wrote the 7th artimer; itis absolutely needed. You must store beat to
cle of the Constitution and without any serious
opposition, after explaining the object, secured
furnish material for absorption and for maintaining
its adoption. Now any business man, cr anv
vitality ; add to this nitrogenous food somgihing
that
man who und~rstinds law, or the binding and
will disengageheat
from the blood,and keep up tem-

- ABROAD.

law.

CATARRH

without

JOHN
D. WATTLES,
725 Chestnut Street, Phila.
delphia, with a request that The Sunday- School
Times be sent to you, will result in your receiving
that paper every week for three months.
The
Sunday- School Times is a large, 16 page weekly
paper, and is used by many thousand teachers.

time the indebt¢d-

SATURDAY, Jan. 28;——The Hon. Paul Av
aforesaid, the stockholders shall be personally
Chadbourne has been chosen President of the
liable’ in proportion to the amount of stock
4.
Eighteen
College.—
Boston
Agricultural
held by each.”
The above copied fron the
Princeton students have been fined $20 each
Charter is a part of the law of Vermont, as
for breaking street-lamps last December.——
The boiler in & mill at Fairfield, Me., explodes
binding as any law .on her Statute Books.
killing one man and wounding seriously balfa
From the above it will be seen that this instidozen others.=—By a collision between freight
Lake Shore and Michigan South- tution is safe, however ignorant or reckless
trains on the
ern Railroad né®r
Sturgis, Mich., fifteen cars
men might be who should, by some misfortune,
and two 16comotives are wrecked.——Reasons
happen to have a hand or vote in managing
in support of a motion for a new trial in the
its affairs.
case of Guiteau are filed.

The reasons why

aid.

Weaknesses

AN EXPEETITNRIY POTATO PLANTNG.

ness of said company shall exceed the amount

‘ MONDAY, Jan. 30.—Ex-Secretary Blaine’s
eulogy
on the late President Garfield before
-Qongress will be delivered on Feb, 27.—Dr.
Lyon Playfair in an article on American industries, declares the United States is about to besome the great manufacturing country of the
world.
;

Large

cure all Chronic

What at itit Willwil D Do.

or

amended.”
;
Then it is provided inthe Charter, *‘ The indebtedness of said Corporation shall not exceed in amount twosthirds of the capital actu-

ures throughout the country, during the present week. ——One person is killed and nine oth=

They

wooden runuers, and it is best to'provide a tight

priations shall be made.
« This

Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Pills have saved thousands of women from the use of harsh local agents.

box for the liquid manure. When the manure is all
out, it is disposed of; there can be vo further
waste; and it fertilizes the first crop on that fleld.
The true priuciple of farming Is always to kee
ahead of work,—Counéry Gentleman,
’

ly collectable subscriptions, before any appro-

Parsons died at Cambridge, Mass., yesterday.
——A severe gale in Pittsfield. , Mass., does
much damage to property and causes considerable terror: considerable ‘damage is also similarly caused in other parts of N. Eng. and N.
Y. State.~——=There have been 165 business fail-

Poor $12a%14; Swale Hay$l0a$ll; Rye Suaw
$19220; Oat Straw $9@8$10.
PORK. The market is tending upward, in sym.
pathy with the rise in the West, but buyers-do not

U. L. PETTINGILL,

ol

» kal, ey

without obtaining any

@$15;

Fine $14

$21; Good 816 @ $18;

$20@

coarse

Statement

bad employed some of the most noted doctors

HAY AND STRAW. Eastefh and Northern—Choico

think

it has no equal as a cough mixture.

from the sleigh. I have to go over the fields in the
springto break up and spread the large lumps:
but this is beneficial. The manure 18 very much
more valuable when applied in a green state, and
when it 18 mingledto a great extent with frozen
liquid manaore, than if it has been allowed fo:
leach and dry for months before being nsed. As
very good sleigh for this purpose is made with:

on such, principles that it shall never contract

*'will'be made by the prisoner’s counsel.

We

al 05; Prolific, 8 115; Peerless 110 @ 115; Mixed
Jacksons, 95 4 100c; Chenangoes. 90c § 81.

nure in winter -it is vot“kdvisable to pile it,
Rats, mice, ants, flies,” vermin, mosquitoes, inunless for the purpose of decomposing straw sects, &c., cleared out by * Rough on Rats.” 1bc.

subscriptions.
The Constitution provides, Article 7: ‘This
conduct its financial

all have been benefitted by its use.

An Interesting Story—A
Hepeless Case
Cured. A Good Reason for Happiness,

“ For many years I had suffere! from a cop."
plaint which the physicians called Gravel, 1,

Rose

115; Northern

@

110

Maine Central Rose,

115¢;

bu,

#

Rose,

Aroostook

POTATOES.

cold, to which I have been subject, especially
during theswinter months, and I haye in many
instances recommended it to my friends, and

$1 65 @ $1 750.

Green Peas, Western

a $1 40:

son's Botanic Balsam cured me of a severe

stones can be handled in winter by simple hitching
a rope around them, and with the important advantage of not ploughing up the field. Stones for
‘building purposes can be hauled to belter adgantage in winter than in summer.
Winter is a good time to prepare for chang:
ing or repairing the fe
. In drawmg ma-

have the means on hand to. pay those notes
either in cash, bequests or legally collectable

Corporation shall

Street,
Boston.
It gives me great pleasure to say that Adam-

substituted.

merely to keep them from freezing down.

Baptists for

any debt they might contract, professedly in
the name of the Corporation.
They are so estopped by the guards of its charter and constitution that any notes they could give, or mortgage they might execute, in the name of the

Corporation,

be

flits,2 95 @ 3 06; Yellow Eyes, common,2 60 § 280;
Red Kidneys, 2 75 & 2 90.
Peas. Cknada, choice, # bu $1 @110; Cana.
da, common 7) @ 85¢; Green Peas, Northern $1 25°

Office of S. M. Pettingill & Co., No. 10 State

Farmers who have stones to draw frdm meadows
[or other fields wonld do well to prepare for draw‘ing them in the winter. Small stones can be piled
in heaps, and large ones raised from the ground»

for them

possible

adventurous men, it is not

ders a verdict of guilty. A motion in arrest: of
j
nt and for a new trial on exceptions

_FRIP vy, Jan. 97.—Professor

is out of

Green Mountain Seminary is so guarded both
by its charter and constitution that if it
should ever fall into the hands of recklessor

WEDNESDAY,
Jan. 25.—Trustee
Chaffee
accepts an offer of $2,600,000 for the Sprague
property.——A fire- at Woonsocket,
R. I.,
eauses a loss of about $100,000.—Ex-Congsman Edmund Burke dies at Newport, N+
~The
eoroner’s jury
investigating
the
causes of the recent disaster at Spuyten Duyvil,on the Hudson River Railroad,
returns a
verdict placing the responsibility for the accident on the shoulders of the rear brakeman of
the wrecked train, the conductor,
the engipeers of both trains,and the superintendent and
other officials of the road.——The long trial of

Charles

the school

one

for

Pamphlet

testimonials.

RPeeese
=

state.——The

as a

fact that

to hauling wood, filling the ice house, etc. A
smaller class, more enterprising, draw out the
manure as it is made. The very best farmers keep
all their available force busy all winter.
Stones
can be drawn much cheaper now than next summer. A loaded stone-boat draws much more easily when there is a little snow on the gronnd. When

‘debt. There are some other facts he did not
mention which, perbaps, ought to’ be known.

way to Washington to usge upon Congress the
hion

the

of

DAY KIDNEY PAD Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

stamp.

Many farmé#s cobifine their operationis in winter

Bro. Fuller in -his late notice of this school
announces

Thousands

340 4 345; Medium, choice screened 320 @ 8 35;
Medium, common to good 255 @ 305; Yellow.
Eyes, improved
3v5 @ 3 163 Yellow Eyes, choice

00

AT

WINTER WORK. __.

Green Mowich Seminary Once More.

TO GRATIFY
HIS WIFE.

BEANS.
Pea, Northern, H.P.,# bu, $3458 3
55 ; Pea,N. Y.,, H. P.,335 8350; Pea, common
to good 2 55 @ 3 05; Medium, choice hand picked

is the agony endured from kidney diseases, for
which Day’s Kidney Pad is an infallible cure.

Al.

WAews Summary.

WORSE THAN DEATH

Farm and Frome,

Educational,

re

1, 1882.
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